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From the President

Front and Centre
2016 and with it the Festival of Architecture
has arrived. Our profession is now centre

unanimity of views regarding procurement.
Everyone has clamoured for reform

quite rapidly change practices for the better.
The first is the adoption of the European

stage with the Festival appearing on

and everyone seems to be fed up with the

Standard Procurement Document (ESPD),

television news, across the printed media,

system. No one is happy with its cost, its

which will standardise the suite of questions

internet, radio and of course at FoA 2016

complexity, its often contorted nature and its

to be used in PQQs. Whilst guidance is yet

events themselves. The prominence of the

ability to skew the market, to centralise and

to be formalised, the new system will have

RIAS, architects and architecture is to the

to so regularly work against the desire for

only three scored questions vastly reducing

fore as never before. Although as I write it

localism.

the potential size of bids. Secondly, there

is still March, I have already talked at three

The RIAS successfully championed the

will shortly be guidance on sub economic

events related to the Festival and have

need for reform via its 2011 paper Building a

tendering and how such tenders (including

witnessed first-hand the enthusiasm of

Better Future?, which, in turn, triggered the

fee tenders) should be appraised, which

hundreds of children at the National Museum

Scottish Government's Crawford Review of

I believe will encourage bidders to think

of Scotland's “Build It” exhibition. The Festival

Public Sector Construction Procurement, which

twice about submitting unusually low bids.

is touching every part of Scotland and has

resulted in the Government's adoption of

Thirdly, the Scottish Government may adopt

been designed to reach out to all parts of

all but one of its recommendations. For the

the Northern Irish model of scoring fee

our society. At its heart are a huge number

past year the Scottish Government and the

bids against a loaded median. This scoring

of partner organisations and, of course, our

Scottish Futures Trust have been examining

mechanism favours those who bid 5% below

hard working Chapters. Great things are

how these recommendations should be

the median and I believe will allow a much

happening, please use this opportunity to

implemented.

greater focus on more equitable tendering

join in.

During the last six months I have

and particularly the delivery of quality. Lastly,

attended regular meetings with the Scottish

the Government is likely to sanction the use

been, for some time, focused on the need for

Government and the Scottish Futures

of a Quick Quote system for all commissions

procurement reform. The quarter since the

Trust regarding the implementation of

under £50,000 which will provide clients

publication of the last RIAS Quarterly has seen

procurement reform. These meetings have

with much greater flexibility and discretion

a considerable number of meetings regarding

been particularly intensive over recent

whilst bidders will be asked for a very limited

this important subject. Above all, I am a

months.

amount of information.

As most readers will now know, I have

Should these reforms and a myriad of

practicing architect who must regularly bid

For some time I have always said that

for work so I share the pain experienced by

we have to be careful of what we wish for.

other potentially advantageous reforms be

every architect in the private sector as a result

After all, once started, reform can take its

adopted over the coming months, I feel that

of procurement and equally I have worked

own and undesired path. The initial months

we can look forward with much greater hope.

with the public sector in the administration

of meetings made me nervous, but laterally

So I am very hopeful that our combined

of the procurement system and have shared

I have become much more optimistic. I now

efforts on procurement reform are about to

their pain. Throughout the last four years I

feel that reform has reached a point where

bear fruit. That said, as one subject may be

have spoken to architects in small practices,

real change will soon be delivered.

about to reach a hopeful conclusion another

in large practices, in the private sector and in
the public sector and have been struck by the

8

Although there is a broad sweep of
reform, four items suggest that they will

concern comes to the fore.
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Over the last six months, architectural
education has become an ever more pressing
subject. Intuitively education feels like it is the
next big subject for the RIAS to tackle. Fewer
Scots can study architecture, the funding of
architecture courses is too low, staff contact
time is too low, the prescription of course
content is becoming ever more detailed, the
technical demands on students is increasing
and student debt is climbing. That is simply
not good enough.
Architecture is vitally important to
our society, our cities and our towns and
our architectural education system is
impoverished. That must change for the

© Malcolm Cochrane

better.
The RIAS Education Committee is
investigating these matters in much greater

across the globe. At the turn of the year one

detail and the RIAS is liaising with the new

of our most prolific and talented international

Vice President – Education at the RIBA, Alan

architects, Gareth Hoskins, sadly died, far

Jones PPRSUA Hon FRIAS. It goes without

too young. Gareth’s obituary by the RIAS

saying that, over the course of the next

Secretary, who taught him at the ‘Mac’,

twelve months, education will be a key topic

features in this issue of the Quarterly. Our

for the RIAS.

thoughts are with Gareth’s wife and family.

The RIAS has a far greater public

His loss is keenly felt by his colleagues and

presence than it has ever enjoyed. Together

throughout the profession. It is fitting that key

we are stronger and communicate more

aspects of our Festival programme, curated

effectively. The RIAS is delivering a Festival

by Gareth, will proceed in his memory. His

that is attracting attention from throughout

superb legacy of buildings will serve and

the world, we are delivering on procurement

benefit us all for a very long time to come.

and I hope that in the months and years to
come we can do exactly the same to ensure
that architectural education remains among
the best in the world.
Scottish architects enhance the quality
of life for Scots and Scotland’s reputation

Willie Watt PRIAS
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias
Throughout our first century, RIAS members have been consistently interested in the relationship between arts and
architecture. RIAS Quarterly (1946) noted that architecture along with all the arts reflected “… the confused state of twentieth
century culture.” RIAS Prospect (1991) contrasted “… the art of architecture and the art of decoration”. Last year RIAS
Quarterly (2015) recorded “high quality in drawing and painting” by students of architecture.

70 years ago
RIAS Quarterly
May 1946
After a succession of single day

architect to design stage sets? Not his

conventions during the war years, we

knowledge of historical architecture; this can

once again return to our former custom of

be acquired by anyone...not his knowledge

spreading this happy annual gathering over

of construction, the stage carpenter’s craft is

two days. This year the Convention is to be

a law unto itself.....not his draughtsmanship...

held in Inverness on Friday and Saturday

nor his colour sense, which he merely shares

14/15 June.

with the painter.

“Notes from the Chapters” generally

His fundamental qualification is his

revealed post conflict relief mixed with

feeling for space and his ability to create

understandable concern for the lengthy

rhythmic form in terms of space. Building

disruption to architects’ training and careers.

to accord with human scale, the architect

The notes from Glasgow attributed simply to

proceeds from his inner consciousness to

NRJJ however got straight to the point …

design surrounding space, in relation to

“The brave new world they strove for is

the body and its movements. Expressing

typified in the published plan for the city by

emotion, the actor proceeds from his inner

Mr Robert Bruce, City Engineer and Master of

consciousness, from the spoken word or the

Works, and is it inspiring? The feeling of the

unspoken thought, to design the movements

returning architect as regards this plan is one

of his body in relation to the space about

of regret that he has not been in a position

him. Thus both can express emotion through

to influence, or opinionated on a plan for

spatial relationships, the one vicariously,

the city. As published the plan makes a poor

through the forms and proportions of masses

The reappearance of the RIAS Journal after a

comparison with those for London County

and the other directly, through gesture.

lapse of six years caused by war was marked

Council, Middlesbrough and others already

by losing “illustrated” from its title. The A5

published.

magazine reported on five years of Council

The advice of experts is no more costly

Architecture has its gestures – the majestic
stability of column and lintel, the sweep of the
arch, the upward aspiration of Gothic vault

work, noting that there had been no war recess

than the mistakes of amateurs. If the drawings

and pinnacle, the rhythmical twists and turns

as it was still necessary to keep the profession

of the published plans are anything remotely

of Baroque, the "hanging face” of (George)

and the Incorporation to the forefront while

resembling what Glasgow is intended to

Dance's Newgate (Prison), the arresting

so many members had been called to service.

look like, we would be better to renounce

cantilever, like an out flung arm. They are the

In the 'foreword' RIAS President, A Graham

civilisation and finish our days in a jungle

actor's gestures fixed in material form.

Henderson, offered historical background:

"basha". It is to be hoped that public bodies

"I think it will be of interest to the younger
generation …. to state when and how "the

Like all the arts during this century, scenic

and institutions in the city, which include the

design has been in a constant state of flux,

architect, will unite in condemning this plan.”

reflecting the confused state of twentieth

This re-energised Quarterly also relished

century culture. Future trends in scenic

its opportunity to catch-up on prizes and

design are as uncertain as the future of the

studentships 1940-46. “Architecture and

legitimate stage itself, but, on its past record,

major portion of the credit for its inception is

Stagecraft” was the Quarterly Prize Essay 1944

the art of architecture can claim to have

due to the late James Salmon, who not only

by W. Sinclair Gauldie, which examined the

made some considerable contribution to the

was its enthusiastic sponsor but also acted as

architect in the arts:

art of the theatre. And in all likelihood, it will

Quarterly" originated.
It appeared first in the spring 1922 and the

editor until he was laid aside with illness.
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“Fundamentally what qualifies an

continue to do so in the time to come.”
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preclude the art of architecture. I have alluded
In response to Arts Council proposals that

to the supermarket already and would note

Glasgow architecture students have

one per cent of the budget for public buildings

that Robert Venturi has "relegated" them to

won both prizes in the Scottish Society of

should be set aside for art works, architects

the category of "decorated shed" he believes

Architect-Artists (SSAA) inaugural student

expressed mixed feelings. The following extract

that an acceptance of mainstream reality is

award scheme. Architect Bob Anderson,

from an article in Prospect no. 43 by James

to provide a frivolous or deadpan box with

President SSAA described Federica Giardino’s

Collier questions whether ‘Less is More’?

super graphics and a car park; an instant

(First Prize) submission as “a truly remarkable

functional communication. The interior is

drawing, which skillfully renders unhindered

“The fact is that public art work is a different

a device for separating people from their

ideas and thoughts in a beautifully

kind of art from the art of architecture;

money and no amount of art can elevate

balanced and absorbing composition.”

it is not a substitute for it. Art does not,

that activity from its marginal relationship to

Acknowledging the high quality of art work

as manufacturers of profiled sheeting

anything of value.

Iain Connelly President RIAS remarked that:

erroneously claim for their product,

Office blocks too, have been reduced

it is enormously encouraging to have such

provide a means for brightening up a dull

to diagrams based on Fire Regulations and

vigorous drawing and painting being created

building. The dull building merely becomes

service disposition which no talisman from

by Scotland’s future architects – this bodes

a decorated dull building which our clients

the Palumbo scheme can transform.

extremely well for our profession.

have been coerced into patronising. Surely,

Palumbo was known as a sponsor of Mies

a primary role for art – the novel, the play,

at one time. Will we find that ‘Less is More’

the symphony or the building is to increase

now means that the less spent on trinkets,

our awareness of human potential and

the more can be spent on architectural

experience.

substance?”
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above
Park Circus skyline from Garnethill
below
Glasgow Subway memories
opposite
PS Waterley, the last
sea-going
paddlesteamer
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Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of Glasgow
Scottish landscapes reveal innovative

Rapid growth soon adapted these grand

London Tube” journey in 1863 understandably

enterprise from brochs, crannogs and

villas, moving rich merchants to build even

ignored the opening in that same year of

fermtouns, to military roads, railways and

bigger ‘castles’ outside the city centre as at

Glasgow City and District Railways line from

bridges. Low urban density generally allowed

Polloksheilds.

High St under the city to Charing Cross.

gentle growth, leaving relics and “old towns”

Only precious fragments of their original

Hazards of steam in confined tunnels led to

city mansions remain, unsentimentally

Glasgow’s more innovative ‘clockwork orange’

embedded within successive iterations

(1896) - the UK’s only totally subterranean

but after the Reformation and the Union of

as at Royal Exchange Square. Built in 1778,

heavy rail metro. The innovative clutch-and-

the Crowns, vastly accelerated mercantile

the townhouse of ‘Tobacco Don’ William

cable system driven from a steam-powered

interests brought extremely quick growth

Cunninghame was acquired by the Royal

plant between West Street and Shields Road

to the city and new status as an exemplar of

Bank of Scotland, extended by David

Stations operated until gripper carriages were

innovation and design. Anticipating greatness,

Hamilton (1827-1832) gaining Corinthian

converted to electrical traction in 1935.

the Tron Church’s bell (1631) proclaimed

columns, portico and banking hall. Revived

- “Lord let Glasgow flourish through the

in the 1950s as Stirling’s Library and

tiny carriages and circular route through 15

preaching of thy word and praising thy name”

more recently as the home for Glasgow’s

stations still thrives yet proves challenging to

– in 1866 “Let Glasgow Flourish” emerged as

contemporary art collection, it is now the

upgrade. Longer carriages increased capacity

the motto of the Empire’s Second City.

centrepiece of a truly Glaswegian ‘square’ –

while escalators, glass canopies and low

surrounded on three sides by buildings.

level pedestrian links to main line stations

for subsequent study.
Early Glasgow followed this pattern

Glasgow’s medieval centre shifted
towards the Cross and closer to the river.

Expansion created leisure opportunities.

Glasgow’s distinctive four-foot gauge,

now gives Glasgow a flavour of integrated

Judicious dredging, innovative ship building

In August 1812 the world’s first successful

transport. Still, nothing quite prepares new

and inspired design massively extended the

paddle steamer service launched on the

visitors for the boggling change of scale

Clyde’s transatlantic range opening Glasgow

Clyde. Henry Bell’s Comet linked Glasgow,

between rail systems.

up to the New World. Although the Treaty

Greenock and Helensburgh yet was quickly

Designers have repackaged the livery

of Union had a mixed reception in Glasgow,

overtaken by larger paddle-steamers plying

but something of the aroma and enchanting

North American access created an influential

“doon the watter” from Broomielaw to Largs,

‘Subway’ tunnels remain unique. Glasgow’s

local nouveau riche - the Tobacco Lords.

Dunoon and Campbeltown.

‘superpower’ is its ability to adapt, innovate

Their ‘Merchant City’ with wide two storey

Glasgow’s innovative role in a febrile

houses replaced tight vertical tenements

world of underground rail systems is often

and began the city’s expansion westwards.

overlooked. Publicists of the “world’s first

and flourish through good and bad times.

Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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above
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Riverside Museum
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Glasgow School of Art
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Impressions of…

above
Royal Exchange Square
below
Princes Square
City Chambers
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or request a brochure.
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Community
© HPPA

Events and Exhibitions
Architecture and Design Scotland celebrates the Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design
and the Festival of Architecture under the umbrella of “Say Hello to Architecture”.
Find out more on our website www.ads.org.uk

Say Hello to Architecture (throughout
2016)
Say Hello to Architecture consists of three

Getting Things Done
13 May – 30 June 2016, Level 2, The
Lighthouse

strands: Local Events, Best of the Best and

This exhibition was developed for the specific

Scotland + Venice.

purpose of presenting “architecture from

and supported by a range of partners

Vorarlberg” to a decidedly international

including RIAS, Forestry Commission

reach of our activities. In delivering this

audience in the form of a touring show

Scotland, the Saltire Society, SEDA, The

programme, we aim to establish relationships

travelling to the venues of the thirty-two

Landscape Institute Scotland and many more.

with organisations across the whole country.

Austrian Cultural Forums located around

The Say Hello to Architecture programme is

the world. It has already been on show in 10

included in the RIAS Festival of Architecture.

venues across Europe and North Africa. With

Say Hello to Architecture: Scotland +
Venice

a total of more than 230 projects and around

In 2016 Scotland will feature as a collateral

Say Hello to Architecture: Local Events
Programme

700 photographic illustrations, the exhibition

event at the Venice Architecture Biennale.

does offer a comprehensive overview of a

The Artistic Director Alejandro Aravena's

Throughout 2016 our aim is to have 100

movement with its origins in the late 1950s

theme of ‘Reporting from the Front’ sets

events under the “Say Hello…” banner – the

and early 1960s that has been labelled the

out the intention of the 2016 Biennale as,

events can include pop ups, storytelling

Vorarlberger Bauschule (Vorarlberg School of

‘focusing on learning about architectures

events, local tours, open house visit buildings

Building).

that through intelligence, intuition or both of

The aim is to maximise the spread and

Midsummer’s Eve (21 June) at The Lighthouse
– further information will be available on
www.ads.org.uk
The exhibition will be curated by A&DS

them at the same time, are able to escape the

and workshops. Within the local events

status quo’.

to develop and run events and activities.

Say Hello to Architecture: Best of the
Best
Opening 21 June at The Lighthouse,
before touring across Scotland.

We want to help communities to

This touring exhibition will bring together

communities across Scotland focusing

think about their place, respond to it in

all the key Scottish architecture and place

on wellbeing and social equality through

an enjoyable way and to sow the seeds

award winners from the past few years. Best

architecture and design. The exhibition and

for future activity. We have already made

of the Best will allow the public to see the

events will take place at Ludoteca Santa Maria

a number of partnerships with a range of

breadth of work in one exhibition – starting

Ausiliatrice, Venice between the 28th May and

organisations and groups, but we want to

at The Lighthouse and then continuing on

26th of June, before returning to Scotland for

continue to build on this.

a nationwide tour to celebrate the best

a nationwide tour.

programme, Architecture and Design Scotland
will provide expertise and resources to
support community groups and organisations

To get involved with the local events
programme contact us 2016@ads.org.uk

Responding to this theme, Scotland +
Venice will feature work by Lateral North –
supported by Dualchas architects – exploring

of Scottish architecture. A special event
to launch the exhibition will be held on

for more information:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSco
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Concept Merge
Completing the Transitions collection,
Merge blends two diﬀerent carpet
structures in one tile, subtly transitioning
from Fields to Tweed.
Merge is available in 6 neutral tones and
oﬀers endless design possibilities with the
option of a standard plank format.
For samples please email:
service-uk@desso.com or
telephone +44 (0)1235 554848
www.desso.co.uk

Merge 9930

Merge

THE ULTIMATE
FLOORING EXPERIENCE
A Tarkett Company
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another exemplary shortlist…

The RIAS Awards 2016

Now in their fifth year, the combined RIAS/

Scotland’s architecture is distinctive

as an annual update of the works already

RIBA Awards continue to demonstrate the

and, from the evidence of this list, continues

catalogued over the thirty years of the RIAS

quality and breadth of current architectural

to be of exemplary quality. Our shortlisted

Guides. So entering the RIAS Awards, win or

endeavour in Scotland. This year’s shortlist

schemes now serve as a key database for

lose, guarantees posterity.

includes a number of major new-build

RIAS nominations. As part of the proposed

projects, alongside various bold adaptations

‘legacy’ from the Festival of Architecture 2016

and extensions of existing listed and

all the entries to our awards will be added

utilitarian properties.

to a national database of projects, serving
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1 west regent street, glasgow
Ryder Architecture
More of Glasgow Developments Ltd

“

Preserving a listed building
and integrating it with a
new design, providing
135,000 sq. ft. of offices, this
is a bold intervention in the

© Matthew Johnson

cityscape.

”
blakeburn, roxburghshire
A449 Ltd
Private client

“

A complete overhaul of
a nondescript mid-20th
century dwelling, now overclad in scorched larch to
create a unique and elegant
countryside home.

22
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© GSR Photography

the british golf museum and
café, st andrews
Richard Murphy Architects
The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St
Andrews

“

This inspired reorganisation
places the café on the new
first floor and changes the
orientation by 90 degrees,
towards the Old

”
© David Barbour

Course.

castle maclellan foods,
kirkcudbright
Taylor Architecture Practice Ltd (T.A.P.)
Castle MacLellan Foods Ltd

“

A well-designed, crisply
contemporary industrial
building creates a
pleasurable working
environment with a
welcoming frontage in a
riverside setting.

”
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city of glasgow college,
riverside campus, glasgow
Michael Laird Architects / Reiach and Hall
Architects
City of Glasgow College

“

Marking a gateway to the
city, the building projects
the College’s importance as
a civic institution as well as
creating a new

© McAteer Photography

landmark.

”

east kilbride health centre
Reiach and Hall Architects
NHS Lanarkshire

“

A brightly lit, social space
sits at the heart of the
building, the square
geometry and the atrium
providing efficiency and
economy of movement.
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© Keith Hunter

forsinard lookout tower
Icosis Architects
The Peatland Partnership (RSPB, SNH, Forestry Commission,
Highland Council)

“

This stylish tower was created to give
conservation-minded visitors an elevated
and striking look-out over the Flow

© Gordon Mackie

© Maciej Winiarczyk

Country, its peat bogs and pools.

”

glasgow women’s library
Collective Architecture
Glasgow Women’s Library

“

This project reinvigorated the spaces of the
existing Bridgeton Carnegie Library with a
design strategy that involved an informal
reading area and open-plan mezzanine.

”
25
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helensburgh town centre
public realm
Austin-Smith:Lord LLP
Argyll & Bute Council

“

The design ethos was to
create a town centre with
attractive, usable and
flexible public spaces to
support community events,

© Erika Stevenson

festivals and markets.

”
high mill and preparing room,
verdant works, dundee
James F Stephen Architects
Dundee Industrial Heritage Trust

“

These Category A listed
buildings have now been
fully restored. Sensitively
designed modern
interventions sit alongside
the original industrial
aesthetic.
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© Paul Zanre

“it’s bigger on the inside”,
edinburgh
David Blaikie Architects
Richard and Elaine Austin

“

This “glass box” extension
and remodelling of the
rear ground floor allows
this Victorian townhouse
to “spill out” into a south-

”
© Credit

facing garden.

laggan locks, north laggan
Sean Douglas and Gavin Murray
(in collaboration with Oliver Chapman
Architects)
Scottish Canals

“

This unique “stopping
off” opportunity provides
a seasonal café/kiosk
that creates a sheltered
viewpoint down the Great
Glen all year round.

”
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© Dennis Gilbert
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lairdsland primary school,
kirkintilloch
Walters & Cohen Architects
East Dumbartonshire Council / Hub West
Scotland

“

This 280-pupil school is
designed as a beacon in its
community and a quality
learning environment with
open views, light and

© Johnny Barrington

space.

”

midden studio, argyll and bute
Studio Weave
Private client

“
28

This spiky, zinc-clad artist’s studio recalls the vernacular
agricultural buildings nearby, rising out of the granite rocks that
punctuate the landscape.

”
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© Andrew Lee

modern languages building,
clackmannanshire
Page \ Park Architects
Dollar Academy

“

This pavilion teaching
building, an open ‘quad’ at
the heart of the campus,
creates new classrooms
and a glazed viewing

”
© Gillian Hayes

pavilion.

polnoon, east renfrewshire
Proctor and Matthews Architects
Mactaggart and Mickel Homes

“

This extension to
an historic, planned
village, creates vibrant
streetscapes and provides
a thoughtful transition
from historic, through
contemporary, to rural.

”
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© Andrew Lee

ronald mcdonald house, glasgow
Keppie
Yorkhill Family House

comfort and shelter to the families of sick
children being treated at the nearby
hospital.

the pyramid viewpoint, dunbartonshire
BTE Architecture
Private client

“

This viewpoint overlooking Loch Lomond, a
triangular platform at the end of a long path,
is first seen tantalisingly as a narrow
stack.
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“

This 30-bedoom “home from home” provides
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© Andrew Lee
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saunders centre, science and
technology building, glasgow
Page \ Park Architects
The Glasgow Academy

“

Incorporating a new,
178-seat, auditorium,
complemented by a
generous foyer, wrapping
around the elliptical form
with teaching labs on the

© Kieth Hunter

upper floors.

”

sighthill regeneration,
glasgow
Collective Architecture
Glasgow Housing Association (part of the
Wheatley Group)

“

A strong identity for the
new neighbourhood is
expressed through careful
selection of materials
and the creation of
characteristically Scottish
built forms.

”
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st vincent crescent sub-station,
glasgow
NORR Consultants Ltd
Scottish Power Energy Networks (SPEN)

“

The substation is housed in
an enclosure appropriate to
and respectful of its Grade
A listed neighbour.
Modern and lively but still

© Colin McLean

practical.

”

the surgeons’ hall museums,
edinburgh
John McAslan + Partners
The Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh

“

This scheme introduces
direct access via a new
glazed linking building,
adds a distinct street front
identity and improves
accessibility.
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© Mark O’Connor

zinc house, angus
LJR+H Chartered Architects
Richard and Jackie Callison

“

This house is a composition
of four tied elements
aggregating internal and
external spaces, articulated
and unified by a continuous
roof.

SUPERIOR RUBBER FLOOR COVERINGS
DESIGN, DURABILITY, ECO-COMPATIBILITY
Take a closer look: www.nora.com/uk

”
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William Leiper Portrait
© Aberdeen Art Gallery

William Leiper –
Architect or Artist?
That William Leiper is today less recognised

It’s intriguing that it was commissioned by

than some of his near contemporaries is

a United Presbyterian congregation who

probably due to the lack of mainstream

were not doctrinally inclined towards lavish

interest in the Gothic in recent years. Born

schemes of decoration. The following

in the aftermath of the tartanisation of

year brought commissions for the richly

Scotland following the visit to Edinburgh of

decorated Dumbarton Academy and Burgh

King George IV and educated at his father’s

Hall, currently being incorporated by Keppie

school in the centre of Glasgow, he would

Design into the new West Dunbartonshire

have been brought up on Sir Walter Scott’s

chambers.

novels and the ideas of a baronial past that
they promoted.
Leiper was apprenticed in 1855 to the new

The craze for Gothic was everywhere and
Leiper designed numerous private houses in
the style. His ability to blend French medieval

practice of James Boucher & James Cousland.

and renaissance with Scottish baronial and

Boucher had travelled extensively through

occasional Japanese features to produce

France, Switzerland and Italy, studying famous

fantastical buildings with sculptured towers

historic buildings. His influence encouraged

and turrets was exactly what successful

Leiper to look abroad for inspiration.

Scottish families were demanding. He was

Once trained, Leiper went to London

able to offer the whole works, from the basic

and became, for four years, the disciple of

design to intricate decorated woodwork

some of the main Gothic revivalists, working

and stained glass, principally working with

first with John Loughborough Pearson,

Cottier. Significant buildings during this

the designer of Truro Cathedral, then with

period included Cairndhu, Partick Burgh

William White who got him an entrée to the

Hall, Dalmore House and Camphill Langside

circle of Edward William Godwin and William

Church.

Burges. Godwin in particular preached the

In 1878, Leiper became a student at the

concept of a Gothic building as a complete

École Julian in Paris for two years, spending

entity, architect and artist or architect/artist

time with Arthur Melville and others. Fairfield

working to produce a richly decorated and

Shipyard brought him back to design the

furnished interior.

interior for the extraordinary turbot-shaped

At the age of twenty-three Leiper got his

steam yacht, Livadia, then being built for

first commission, to supervise the building

Tsar Alexander II. He quickly re-established

of the massive Findlater’s Church in Dublin.

his practice and produced a mix of country

Then, at the beginning of 1864, he won

houses, churches and commercial buildings

the competition for Dowanhill Church, the

including Kinlochmoidart, Hyndland Church,

interior being a joint effort with Daniel Cottier,

Templeton’s Carpet Factory, the Sun Building

after whom the building is now named.

and a Gothic lighthouse on Mull.
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Hidden behind the sculptured, selfimportant exteriors of Glasgow’s new
commercial “jolly red giants” were features
that were revolutionary. They were built of
soft sandstone, which could be machined
in a factory, with interiors made of steel
frames and concrete. They boasted electric
lifts and lighting. The genius of William
Leiper was his ability to understand and use
the new engineering concepts. His deep
understanding of materiality argues that he
was architect first, artist second.
Leiper’s career raises issues about the
relationship between art and architecture,
interior and exterior that are highly relevant
today. Starting on the centenary of his
death at the end of May, the life and work
of this interesting man will be explored in
an exhibition forming part of the Festival of
Architecture 2016, located appropriately in the
Leiper Gallery in his Sun building in Glasgow.

Euan Kennedy
www.leiperfineart.com
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Creative Collaboration:
Always positive, always dynamic, but can we be doing more sooner?

Scenic Routes Loch Lubnaig Project
© Ross Campbell

Despite a grey and wet December evening it

To explore this question, BuroHappold

communities, translating this into how these

was standing room only when BuroHappold

brought together an esteemed panel of

could inform the development of a new

Engineering’s Edinburgh office opened

speakers; Ian Gilzean (Chief Architect,

community, as well as the role of the various

its doors to some of Scotland’s emerging

Scottish Government), Andrea Faed (Partner,

stakeholders and individuals present within

architects to explore the topic of creative

Faed Browne Architects), Sam Cassels

these.

collaboration. Hosted by the BuroHappold

(Strategic Design Advisor, Scottish Futures

These sessions provoked significant

Young Engineer’s Forum on 9 December

Trust), Neil Baxter (Secretary and Treasurer,

discussion from the attendees and the panel

2015, the aim of the event was to explore the

RIAS) and Peter Wilson (Timber Design

Q&A session that followed included plenty

shaping of a better connected network of

Initiatives). Representing BuroHappold’s

of healthy challenge and debate meaning the

Scotland’s emerging design professionals and

Young Engineers Forum was regional chair,

discussions carried on late into the evening.

discuss what role this network could play in

Fergus Anderson. Following introductions

The event facilitated open debate on the

shaping the future of the built environment

from BuroHappold CEO Roger Nickells and

future of architecture and engineering in

in Scotland.

Managing Director, Northern Europe Region,

Scotland. By bringing key decision makers

Simon Wainwright, the panel took to the

together with our young and emerging talent,

floor.

the discussion uncovered a real appetite to

From Watt to Mackintosh, Scotland has
an outstanding heritage of engineering and
architecture. It is now the role of emerging

Each speaker gave the gathering

explore the topic of creative collaboration
further.

architects and engineers to lead the direction

an insight into their own experience of

of the industry and build upon this rich

collaboration and their perspective on what

legacy. Projects such as the Scottish Scenic

we could all be doing to inspire change

exciting conversation. Using the outcomes as

Routes competition were outlined as being

towards the legacy we wish to create. This

a cornerstone, emerging designers can now

pivotal to this initiative and hugely important

provided a fascinating insight into the event’s

build on their existing and new relationships

on a number of levels, not least through

broader theme of creative collaboration.

to explore what the shape of their new

providing a mechanism to harness the best

Some of the topics covered in the

network could look like. There are endless

of the country’s new and emerging talent.

presentations included: the current perceived

opportunities for the vibrant architecture

Competitions like this demonstrate the

stumbling blocks to true collaboration; the

and engineering community in Scotland and

commitment of Scotland to championing

role of architects and engineers as socially

together with the interface and support of

excellence in place making, architecture,

engaged, useful and inspiring, both as

Scotland’s key decision makers, the future

design and planning. They also present a

individuals and practices; exploration of the

looks bright to achieve these goals.

challenge of how, as designers, we can best

significant importance of place in fostering

collectively achieve an ecosystem in which

collaboration as well as connectivity and how

involved, please contact fergus.anderson@

young and talented individuals can become

we should and can think globally, learning

burohappold.com.

better connected and create spaces where

from existing relationships with Scandinavia.

their ingenuity and bravery can flourish

BuroHappold discussed the successes and

through stronger collaboration.

lessons learnt from a number of internal

This event was just the start of this

If you’d like to hear more, or to get

Fergus Anderson
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Cross-Party Group on Architecture and the Built Environment:

Creative Connections in the Built Environment
What happens when you put a
gathering of Irish and Scottish
creative people in one room?
They talk about Grand Theft
Auto, Architects Ale and a rock
song by Jefferson Starship. Read
on and see why!
This meeting was jointly hosted by Linda
Fabiani MSP Hon FRIAS and Pat Bourne,
Consul General of Ireland and provided a
great opportunity for representatives of

Irish Design – Hidden Heroes Exhibition in Dublin Castle

two national initiatives to discuss creative

© Alex Milton, Programme Director, Irish Design 2015

connections in the built environment and to
consider the opportunities and challenges
involved in promoting design and its

permanent home for the historic Sir Samuel

of the overall year theme, including events

economic benefits.

Kelly Lifeboat, developing a proposal for a

related to NMS Scotland gallery opening,

temporary shelter as a live build project.

the Kelpies, St Peter’s Seminary in Cardross

Irish Design 2015 (ID2015) was a year-long
initiative backed by the Irish Government,

In his introduction, the Consul General

and the V&A in Dundee. She reiterated the

exploring, promoting and celebrating Irish

noted that relationships between Scotland

importance of excellent design in all fields,

design throughout Ireland and internationally,

and Ireland are better than ever. There have

noting that Scotland has generated more

in order to drive job creation, grow exports

been two recent Scottish parliamentary

patents per head of population than any

and increase competitiveness. ID2015 sought

visits to Ireland and regular visits by Fiona

other country, including Grand Theft Auto and

to harness the power of design to support

Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Europe

the Mackintosh coat.

all aspects of society – from students and

and External Affairs. The importance of this

educators to business and the public sector.

relationship is reflected by the appointment

programme was funded by the Department

Alex explained that the ID2015

of Ann Marie Flynn as Vice Consul to

of Jobs, Enterprise and Foreign Affairs,

confidence and understanding of our built

Edinburgh by the Irish Government and the

which set a series of economic targets as

environment and to make a lasting difference

establishment of a Scottish Innovation Hub in

well as cultural and social targets. He gave a

to Scottish communities. This year-long

the British Embassy in Dublin by the Scottish

comprehensive presentation on the ID2015

initiative will inform all members of the

Government.

programme including aims and objectives for

Festival of Architecture 2016 aims to boost

Scottish public of the economic and social

We had presentations from Marie

the year to:

benefits of good architecture. The Festival

Christie, Chair, Year of Innovation,

will also consolidate and advance Scotland’s

Architecture and Design Steering Group

•

grow export and sales opportunities,

position on the world architectural stage.

in Visit Scotland, Alex Milton, Programme

•

raise the profile of Irish Design at home

This meeting was attended by Marianne
O’Kane Boal and Deirdre Greaney, of the

Scanlon, Curator of the ID2015 Nine Lives

Ministerial Advisory Group for Architecture

exhibition and David Dunbar, Chair, Festival of

& Built Environment in Northern Ireland

Architecture 2016.

and there was an exhibition of project work

and abroad,

Director of Irish Design 2015. Emmett
•

increase awareness of the value of design
in all aspects of life,

•

build on the international reputation of
Irish designers and

Marie highlighted the shared objectives
•

showcase the importance of design and

from a joint initiative between ESALA in

for the year of Promotion, Celebration,

Edinburgh and Queen’s University Belfast.

Participation, Collaboration and Business

innovation in business and as a driver of

The students have been working with a Trust

Engagement. They are delighted that the

economic growth.

in Donaghadee, Northern Ireland to create a

Festival of Architecture 2016 is forming part
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CPG

Irish Design – New Horizons – Architect view of a space
© Emmett Scanlon, Nine Lives Curator, Irish Design 2015

Emmet provided information on the

David also explained the scale and

•

the challenge of the significant cumulative

New Horizon’s programme of international

structure for the Festival, noting the

investment and legacy from both these

events and the Nine Lives exhibition. The

importance of the RIAS Chapters in bringing

events being translated into a longer term

first instalment of New Horizon: Architecture

a diverse series of events to all 32 local

from Ireland was at the London Festival

authorities, with examples such as production

of Architecture in June 2015, where four

of Architects Ale in Glasgow!

Irish practices – TAKA, Clancy Moore, Hall

The following key points on creative

McKnight and Steve Larkin – collaborated

connections emerged from the meeting:

effective benefit and
•

the most powerful theme of the meeting
was the significant opportunities for good
design to provide economic benefits – a
compelling case to our MSPs!

on two temporary pavilions in Lewis Cubitt
Square, King’s Cross. The London Festival

•

the economic, cultural and social

of Architecture also included a programme

dimension to these types of events, in

rather cheekily called “ We built this City”.

particular the value of design in bringing

David explained that the Festival of
Architecture 2016 currently has over 85

economic benefits,
•

partners and is working with over 500 artist/
creators, a number of local authorities and

backed up with trade initiatives,
•

the national press. David outlined the aims of
the Festival to:

the effectiveness of cultural events
benefits for architecture of collaboration
with other creative industries,

•

the necessity to actively address the
challenge of connecting people with

•

celebrate Scottish Architecture,

•

underpin and complement public policy,

•

enhance international reputation,

encourage businesses and communities

•

reinforce the social, economic and

to engage,

cultural importance of architecture and
•

architecture,
•

•

the effectiveness of providing toolkits to

the importance of setting realistic targets,

to reach the widest possible audience

recording all activities and producing

across Scotland.

persuasive clear information on the
legacy and outcomes that have been
achieved as part of these initiatives,

Eugene Mullan FRIAS
Smith Scott Mullan

The minutes of the meeting
and the presentations are
available on our website. https://
cpgarchitecturebuiltenvironment.
wordpress.com
Anyone wishing to attend or looking
for more information should contact
Eugene Mullan on 0131 555 1414,
e.mullan@smith-scott-mullan.co.uk
Further details on CPGs in general
can be found by visiting
www.scottish.parliament.uk/msps/
cross-party-groups.aspx
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RIAS Fellows’ Address
Truth, Bullshit and the Future of the RIAS by Ian Ritchie CBE Hon FRIAS
© Malcolm Cochrane

Professional conditions involved in
Being an Architect
The Royal Incorporation of Architects in
Scotland’s Fellows’ Dinner recognises the most
knowledgeable and experienced architects
in a special class of membership: one of
meritocracy. The founding charter of the RIAS
describes the purpose of the Incorporation as
bringing its members together in fellowship
to the benefit of architecture. And it is
expressive of the wisdom of the Scots that
the Incorporation, unlike other architectural
organisations, has chosen to retain ‘Fellowship’
as the pinnacle of its membership – words are
important! Fellowship comprises comradeship,
friendship, sociability – and mutual support
and respect. These have a bearing on what
follows.
I would also say that the RIAS is an elite

“Architects. Now and tomorrow –
innovation and responsibility
I am honoured to have been asked to give
the RIAS Fellows’ Centenary address.
My autobiography, Being: an Architect was
published two years ago. I contacted Roger
Connah, a professor currently at Carleton
University in Ottowa, and explained that
rather than follow a classic biographical
model I wanted to explore other ways of
writing an “archiography.”
I wanted to present the story of my life as
an architect but enriched with an openness
about how I start to think about a project
– writing (often poetry) before drawing,
engaging with colleagues, learning from others,
collaborating, exploring and expanding design
horizons – and also to reveal the important
social and ethical concerns that seem so
lacking in today’s stand-alone architectures
and which concern me.
I wanted to include a record of the often
unglamorous hard work that goes into
architecture – even the unbuilt, abandoned
and rejected! And the struggle that so
often accompanies the realisation of the
architectural dream – so central to being an
architect. It was an unconventional approach
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and certainly with regard to exposing failure,

institution and there is nothing wrong in

the trials, as well as the pleasures and

being recognised as elite. As a football fan I

successes of being an architect.

use the word with delight – who would want

In this vein I will try to be open and

anyone but elite players in their team?! It’s

honest about how I see the RIAS. I work in

about quality and I believe in a fair society

the world of engineering where the laws of

that is free to nurture, spread and give

physics reign and in the arts where style, taste

access to that quality. An elite institution

and fashion change rapidly and where beauty

such as the Fellowship of the RIAS is about

is held to be in the eye of the beholder. For

culture and as such it carries a huge social

me, beauty lies in nature’s non-linearity –

responsibility. Its distinguished members are

the flickering flame, light dancing on water,

busy people. Yet its potential power rests

autumn leaves falling, changing clouds.

upon its membership’s willingness to give of

Operating between art and engineering

their experience and achievement, time and

generates a constant search – a search for

energy, to provide strong direction. For only

human values in the world of facts, for beauty

the membership can control and define what

in the sciences and the science of beauty, the

the RIAS is and what it is for.

symbiosis of the arts and sciences within the
larger whole – for culture is indivisible.
I’m reminded of different approaches

And what should the RIAS be for?
Excellence is a good place to start. Aristotle
said it this way: “Excellence is an art won

to design; the engineer is shown the target,

by training and habituation. We do not act

pulls back the bow and his arrow strikes the

rightly because we have virtue or excellence,

bull. The architect, looks at the target, pulls

but we rather have those because we have

back his bow and his arrow sails upwards

acted rightly. We are what we repeatedly do.

into the sky. The engineer avoids lying, for

Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.”

the structure must not collapse; while the
architect is free to explore, to tell stories. I will
hover between these two worlds a little by
looking at truth, lies and bullshit.

Acting rightly
Profile and status are extremely important in
our profession. Celebrity culture appears to

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2016

Fellowship

have become an integral part of our collective

And we must show courage – as C. S.

caved in. And the architects and engineers

nature and indeed our celebrities in the RIAS

Lewis wrote in The Screwtape Letters (1942):

that went through a farcical bidding process?

help define us as an institution and so, our

“Courage is not simply one of the virtues but

None protest and very few in the profession

public image. Anachronistic, even committed

the form of every virtue at the testing point,

at large because of the fear of losing future

and sensitive practising architects risk

which means at the point of highest reality.”

work from TfL has muzzled them. This

remaining critically impoverished if they do

We must have the courage to stand

not pay attention to media that often distorts

for integrity and to do this we must stand

or rebrands their work.

together against the forces that control,

has issues which are more important than
personal gain. Banana republic?
And to use the sports analogy again –

direct, abuse and censor the well-intentioned,

imagine yourselves in a rowing crew – unless

have seen many architects trapped by a

critically engaged approach to architecture.

you are all rowing in the same direction

media-frenzy. The media’s demand for their

And the forces are often subtle, ever present

you’re not going to get anywhere. Our actions

identities – identity being fed only by novelty

and so is the temptation to relax our ethical

and practices will be obvious in the final

or by self–celebration — has created a new

stance. As C.S. Lewis said: “Indeed the safest

result; therefore we must diligently look to

generation of ‘starchitects’ indifferent to their

road to Hell is the gradual one – the gentle

watch over our actions.

surroundings, victims of their own egos,

slope, soft underfoot, without sudden turnings,

which are measured solely in ‘column inches’

without milestones, without signposts.”

However the past twenty or so years

A united stand that reputable architects
will not be a party to such a process –

Down South, the battle may have

that reputable architects will withdraw if

socio–political dimension. Their buildings

already been lost. You may have heard of

corruption is shown to exist – could have

stand alone, they do not share walls; they

the Garden Bridge – it’s the ‘brainchild’ of an

done much to send the message that, as an

rarely make streets or city squares. They

actress. It’s designed by someone who had

independent yet collegiate group of individuals

stand isolated, like their architects, in an over–

several meetings with the London Mayor,

– a true fellowship – we all recognise our

affluent society where any formal proposal is

Boris Johnson, and Transport for London

responsibilities to the communities we

possible if it attracts the consumer.

(TfL) before a so-called competition for an

create a built environment for. We will not

unnecessary pedestrian bridge across the

disenfranchise them and will stand together

architect was to have a building in every

Thames was even started. The transport

and let that ethical stance be known. It’s not an

major city in the world — the global archi–ego

need is not in the London Plan, there is no

unknown tactic – trade unions have used it to

map exists — and I suspect he is not alone

business case and the design procurement

excellent effect for years!

in this ambition. It has nothing to do with

process was manipulated. The bridge was to

anything cultural.

be privately funded.

and unconcerned with the wider society, the

I was told that the ambition of one

I am reminded of T.S. Eliot’s distinction

It’s a kind of cosy deceit when the Mayor,

The RIAS should become a first port of
call for politicians and public on questions
of development and the environment and

between two kinds of achievement – those

who also chairs TfL, insists on £30m of

a galvaniser for the art cultures of Scotland.

acclaimed during our lifetime and those

taxpayer’s money going towards it, followed

The RIAS will have to make and nurture new

that last through the ages. Nevertheless, we

by cajoling his old school chum, the Chancellor

alliances to become Scotland’s ‘Mothership of

have to use the media to enable the RIAS

of the Exchequer to cough up another £30m of

the Arts’. We Fellows will be vital to achieving

to become newsworthy and to achieve

the public’s money. Why? Because the private

this.

institutional celebrity status.

sector cannot raise the £175m. But that will not

To engage with the media, the great

stop it being shut once a month for private

However we must measure how we
communicate and what we communicate.
We live in an era drowning in “bullshit”.

institutions of our age – including the RIAS –

corporate events. It’s all met with a shrug, even

must change. They must no longer be seen as

though it’s a vanity project – a conspiracy to

I do not use the term to shock, rather as a

a protective harbour or private club for the

impose a tourist attraction, masquerading

wake-up call. I believe the word originates

profession, but as a generous launch pad for

as transport. As if London’s South Bank can

from the 17th century usage of “bull” –

the many to become a powerful agency for

take any more tourists! It’s the taxpayer who

meaning twaddle or hogwash – and emerged

change and good. The RIAS has to achieve

stumps up in the end.

in the U.S. in the early 20th century. The
communications revolution has made it

a real and positive identity in the hearts and

Although the President of the RIBA

minds of the public. Architects meet so many

initially called for the process to be halted

intelligent people and reaching out to them,

before more public money is spent, in the

thinking how much the RIAS could help and

end that body – which should have had

unending demand for information and there

inform them, is now very important.

the guts to make a stand for integrity – has

simply isn't enough truth to go around. So,

ubiquitous.
TV and the Internet have created an
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Fellowship

we get disinformation and bullshit instead.

the solution is not only to deliver quality

from the responsible act and the architect

Indeed, there are some troubling signs that

architecture in its broadest sense, but to learn

knows exactly what this merger means. We

the consumer has been trained to prefer

how to write and communicate architecture.

fellow professionals should be as capable

bullshit. In choosing guests to appear on TV

A first move could be that the RIAS, say, with

of realising this as anyone else and in terms

news, bookers will almost always choose a

the University of Edinburgh join forces to

of our influence on society and the physical

glib ignoramus over an expert who can’t talk

establish a Chair for a Professor of the Public

environment, we have a moral obligation

in clipped sentences. Bullshit is thus endemic,

Understanding of Architecture.

to do so. We all have a role to serve – not

Sir Martin Rees, former astronomer

ourselves, but society. And if we don't get

architecture is not immune to its contagion.

royal, said that one human brain is far more

the design of cities and neighbourhoods

But how is it defined? Harry G. Frankfurt,

complex than the entire universe. There are

right, then all the work on crime, education,

a retired professor of philosophy at Princeton,

a some 150 billion neurons in the average

housing, health, jobs, and social exclusion will

defined it in his essay On Bullshit in 1989:

human brain, the same number as there are

be undermined.

a contagious process and product and

stars in the Milky Way and a similar number

Who or what determines the evolving

are guided by their beliefs concerning the way

of galaxies in the universe have so far been

structure of our cities and their expansion,

things are… For this reason, telling lies does

‘seen’ through the Hubble telescope as we

gentrification and densification? Is it

not tend to unfit a person for telling the truth

look back in time.

democracy or the capitalist dictats: land

“Both in lying and in telling the truth people

in the same way that bullshitting tends to. The

Although the majority of us Fellows

values and profit? Currently very few, if any,

may well be past the halfway stage of our

architects make those decisions. At least we

professional careers, our wisdom, DNA and

should be at the table where such strategies

truth, as the liar does, and oppose himself to

the very nature of our work tell us that we

are being formulated. And we should support

it. He pays no attention to it at all. By virtue of

should look forward.

each other – in fellowship – in maintaining

bullshitter ignores these demands altogether.
He does not reject the authority of the

this, bullshit is a greater enemy of the truth than
lies are.”
Truth versus bullshit, truth and the media
– a communication dilemma.

Working alongside neuroscientists during

the integrity of the political and professional

the past five years I have learned a great deal

processes that go into creating the buildings

about how the brain is structured to navigate,

and environments we design.

interpret and inform how we behave in

And this is where the collective wisdom

spatial environments. I have also learned

of the RIAS Fellows should come to the

Communication about what
architecture is

some of their language – and they mine –

fore, through public participation and the

during the design process for my practice’s

promotion of design and civic values through

latest building – the Sainsbury Wellcome

architecture. Successful people have a social

For our profession, to speak plainly and

Centre for neural networks and behaviour

responsibility to make the world a better

to increase the public understanding of

at University College London. The building

place and as architects and Fellows of the

architecture has become the major task.

embodies some of the results of this research

RIAS we are in unique position to use our

Architects should be worried that the term

within its design and communicates aspects

creativity and expertise to do just that.

‘architect’ is too often used as a disparaging

of neuroscience to the public on the outside.

Consider the Ephebic Oath made by

term by the general public. It is a direct result

As architects we need to be aware that

of architecture practiced purely as a personal

what we design really has a huge impact on

manifesto – high art sufficient unto itself –

people’s lives and of the role our creations

I die, but greater and better, so far as I am able

without reference to how the occupiers feel

play in influencing human behaviour and why.

by myself and with the help of all.”

about working or living in their buildings.

We can all begin to apply some knowledge

All of our work has a public content,

young Athenians:
“I... will not leave my country smaller, when

Perhaps we could consider adding this

from neuroscience to design better buildings,

or something like it to the RIAS Fellowship’s

whether the entire building or just its

urban spaces and environments. I am so

public manifesto. Please lift your glasses and

façades. We rarely, if ever, construct with

convinced of the value of neuroscientific

give a toast to: another century of increasing

our own money for ourselves. We act as the

research to design that I am working towards

influence and success for the RIAS.

intermediary group between the public and

establishing a base for a neuro-design

the client and together we have an obligation

research centre in London. Research has

to both. It is also because the public do not

always been important to me and if it informs

understand how we do what we do.

how we can build better, to be more socially

I recognise that if we wish to increase
the public understanding of architecture,
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responsible, then that must be good.
I maintain that the moral is inextricable

Thank you.”
(Talk given at the RIAS Fellows’ Centenary
Dinner, Glasgow 16.03.16)

Ian Ritchie CBE Hon FRIAS
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Charity
Architect in the Hoose

“

Registration is now open and to mark

Based on our experience, Architect in

Hoose’ is a wonderful – and equally

the Hoose is a fantastic opportunity.

benevolent – replacement. We were

Architecture 2016, the Scottish Government

Even quite straightforward projects

matched with a client wishing to get

designated year of Innovation, Architecture

like ours can seem daunting and

some initial ideas for the refurbishment

and Design and to celebrate the RIAS’

the architecture profession a little

of a traditional cottage, which has

Centenary year, we will be running the

inaccessible to people, like us, who

turned into a great project with

scheme throughout 2016!

have never undertaken a project. This

an enthusiastic client. This type of

bridges the gap.

mutually beneficial scheme is great for

the year-long, Scotland-wide Festival of

Beechgrove Garden presenter Carole
Baxter has, once again, generously agreed to

Magnus Gardham

small, new practices like us.

Architect in the Hoose 2015 Client

be our patron for the scheme:

“

”

” Sam Foster

Sam Foster Architects
The scheme is very simple and all

I am delighted once again to support
this brilliant scheme. Anyone

contributions go to charity – architects across

considering renovating; extending

Scotland are offering hour-long consultations

or even building a new house should

to the public in return for a (bargain!) £30

sign up! Architects across Scotland

donation to the Architects Benevolent

are giving up their time to help

Society (ABS). The ABS helps people of all

homeowners whilst raising money and

ages who have experienced redundancy,

awareness for a very worthy charity.

illness, accident or bereavement. One in six

”

We have a new dedicated website,
www.hoose.scot, and registration has been
made simpler just visit the site and download
a registration form. Please sign up – it’s for
a great cause and you might even get some
work out of it!

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS Consultancy

of those cared for is under the age of 35 and
half of those helped by the Society are below
retirement age.

“

Following the finishing of Shelter’s
excellent ‘Architect in the House’
scheme, the RIAS ‘Architect in the

If you would like more information
please contact Charlene Rankin
by email: crankin@rias.org.uk or by
phone: +44 (0) 131 229 7545.
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© Grant Bulloch

© Jean O’Reilly

Pictures Speak Louder…
Instagram has become a

Jean O’Reilly (@believe_in_utopia) lives

community worker with a real interest in

social media phenomenon. As

in Cumbernauld and embraces the urban

places, buildings and the impact they have

landscape around her. She also has an

on our lives. Growing up in a fairly unique

Facebook is increasingly shunned

interest in “psychogeography”, that is,

place - the modernist utopia/dystopia that is

by young people in favour of

exploring and documenting “place” in an

Cumbernauld, has also had an influence on

attempt to understand the way we live and

me.

other platforms, Instagram

the problems we face.
Jean writes, “Instagram is another social

Instagram allows me to consolidate all
of these elements. In the past, I may have

continues to grow in popularity.

media platform - yet it isn’t. As a photo

admired a building and not thought much

So how is Scottish architecture

sharing app, your first communication with

more about it. Capturing an image on my

your followers is visual. The ease with which

smartphone encourages me to look up the

portrayed? We interviewed

you can add and edit photographs is both

building and learn more about its origins.

appealing and compelling. It makes it easy for

Websites like Canmore, Urban Realm and

three Instagrammers whose

the user to share their passions with others.

the Buildings at Risk register have become

I had no expectation when I started using it.

part of my life! I have forged connections

I thought it would be mostly Kardashians,

with architects, artists, designers and people

environment or who are involved

selfies and bad pictures of other peoples’

who love Glasgow. It is overwhelmingly

in the profession.

dinners. Admittedly, Instagram is full of all of

gratifying to be able to capture an image

those things as well, but there’s much more to

of a building you adore and share it with a

it if you know where to look.

receptive audience. This ease of connection

work revolves around our built

By using hashtags and forums, I’ve been

natural home for those with an interest in or a

similar interests. I have no background in

passion for architecture.”

either photography or architecture - I’m a
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with likeminded people make Instagram a

able to connect with people who have
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Scotstyle

© Marj Clark

© Grant Bulloch

Marj Clark (@mjclark86) is based in Glasgow

the interaction with users, both local and

It’s a chance to discover new people. Some

and has a similar approach as Jean.

worldwide.”

could be top professional photographers

She writes, “It’s difficult to define what
I love photographing, because there’s just

His portfolio is now predominantly
landscape but buildings still feature regularly.

but a lot are amateurs, possibly just using
their iPhones to capture and post photos. It
makes no difference. Everyone shares their

so much! I like seeing buildings with unique

“I enjoy capturing the impact our

features and facades. I want to see signs of

architecture makes in the landscape,

knowledge and experience. They say your

life in architecture - cracks, imperfections,

both urban and rural. However the varied

circle of friends diminishes after the age of

graffiti - the human side of buildings and their

Edinburgh cityscape is wonderful and with an

40. Well, Instagram well and truly debunks

relationship to communities. I need to know

architect’s eye behind the lens, I try to show

that myth!”

someone’s been there and it’s not just an

things that people wouldn’t normally notice.

empty shell, fit for life and not just purpose.”

Finding the unusual, or quirky, is part of the

Grant Bulloch FRIAS

challenge.”
In contrast, Grant Bulloch (@
grantbullocharch) is an architect with his
own practice in Edinburgh. He initially set up

Grant has also become heavily involved
in the Scottish Instagram community.
“People imagine Instagrammers as sad

an Instagram account simply to publicise his

people who can only interact socially via

practice’s work.

their smartphones. Nothing could be further

“I was using Instagram at arm’s length,

from the truth. We meet up regularly, often

The RIAS is very grateful to Scotland’s
Instagram community for ‘filling in the
gaps’ in the photography for the Scotstyle
exhibition and book. Their dedication to

just posting photos and saying very little.

getting access to buildings that you normally

It wasn’t until a photographer suggested

wouldn’t be allowed to photograph. We

I could get much more out of it that I got

had the National Gallery of Modern Art to

of winter, braving all the weather could

seriously involved. Photos that would have

ourselves one evening, but in contrast we

throw at them, to get their shots is

remained hidden on my hard drive were

took a large group of Instagrammers up to

admirable.

then being featured by others and I enjoyed

Glencoe, just to meet and take in the scenery.

traipsing around Scotland in the depths
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Free tickets
to Scottish Homebuilding & Renovating Show
We’ve once again teamed up with the

opportunities and products and services

organisers of The Scottish Homebuilding &

from over 140 exhibitors, ranging from

Renovating Show to giveaway a pair of tickets

heating, ventilation, insulation to Eco

to every RIAS member. The show, at the

homes, home automation and timber frame

SECC, Glasgow on 21 - 22 May, is Scotland’s

structures. Experts will provide free guidance

only dedicated consumer exhibition for self-

and support for every project from first home

builders, home renovators and improvers.

alterations to a full scale self-build, at 32 free

It’s popular with both consumers and

seminars and masterclasses as well as the

professionals who want to check out the

Ask the Architects and The Advice Centre

latest products and hear about a range of

advice areas.

innovative solutions which can improve

The show is taking place at the SECC,

profitability, whilst managing projects

Glasgow on 21 - 22 May 2016. Opening hours:

efficiently.

Saturday 10am - 5pm; Sunday 10am - 4.30pm.

The show helps visitors create a dream

For more information call 0844 858 6754 or

home whether they are building from scratch,

visit www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/glasgow.

undertaking a major extension, converting

Advance tickets, which can be booked

or remodelling their home, or just keen to

until 3pm on Friday May 20, cost £8 and on

integrate the latest technology.

the door tickets £12. Under 16s go free.

The show will be full of informative
features, hundreds of plots and renovation
To claim your free tickets simply register at www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/rias

The NEW Sarnafil Self
Adhered membrane
from Sika Sarnafil.

PEEL.
STICK.
SEAL.
DONE.
For more information call 0800 1123825
or email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com
#sarnafilselfadhered

n

Installation times cut
by up to 50 percent

n

Strong self adhered
attachment method

n

No need for the use
of additional adhesives
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Saving time and
money on site
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-Designed and patent pending in the UK, the PURe® door system is the
only aluminium door range to utilise structural PUR insulation, achieving
U-values as low as 0.93 W/m2K for our folding sliding door range,
when calculated as a CEN standard.
Offered with double or triple glazing, door options include single and
double, folding sliding, inline slide and lift & slide, all of which are
ideal for both new build and refurbishment applications.
Available in an extensive choice of colours and finishes, cradle to
cradle recyclable and integrating with other Senior products including
the PURe® window range, PURe® door systems provide the next generation
of evolved products, to exceed current and meet future legislation.
Get ahead of the curve at www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk/puredoor

Tel: 01709 772 600
E-mail: info@sasmail.co.uk
Innovative window, door and curtain wall systems
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Putting Architecture Centre Stage

www.foa2016.com

It’s not often that the Royal Incorporation

Scottish architects should be making the

statement now emphasised by

or its endeavours are reported in the New

most of the opportunity.

under-lighting that turns it into a

Within this copy of the RIAS Quarterly,

York Times. Yet, although the official launch

rich red triangle against the dark sky.

of our Festival of Architecture 2016 only took

you will find your programme for the Festival

Beyond, there are sophisticated light

place on the 18th March, we’ve already had

of Architecture 2016. One of the highlight

projections, a melodic but unsettling

literally hundreds of press articles, as well as

events, Hinterland at St Peter’s Seminary,

choral soundscape by composer Rory

extensive TV and radio coverage for a year-

Cardross is already over. It prompted some

Boyle and enigmatic ceremonies by

long celebration that has put Scotland among

thoroughly elegiac coverage. As Mure Dickie

construction-helmeted figures that

the world destinations on The Guardian’s

in the Financial Times observed of the

echo the Catholic rituals once practised

hot list for 2016. Our Festival has already

experience for visitors:

here by trainee priests. This is art as

prompted features in every national daily and
in everything from the Helensburgh Advertiser

“

homage to architect.
It is a route that brings them to one

”

of the building’s most remarkable

Hinterland exploited the drama of the

St Andrews Citizen, The Stornoway Gazette

features: the sharp-angled wing of

stripped-down, magnificently graffiti daubed,

and The List. Architecture is the theme for

its teaching block, which reaches out

ruin of St Peter’s. Organisers NVA promoted

the whole of 2016, throughout Scotland and

into the trees. It is an architectural

what became a sell-out event, as a pre-cursor,

to the Oban Times via History Scotland, The
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not simply for our Festival and the Scottish

programme a whole year in their respective

documentary, Glasgow 1980, about the

Government’s designated Year of Innovation,

patches was too much to ask. So they signed

reinvention of Glasgow of that era, proved so

Architecture and Design, but to a sustainable

up for one, lively and unforgettable month

popular it was shifted into a larger auditorium

future for what remains of one of Europe’s

each.

at the GFT.

most celebrated modernist masterpieces.

While other Chapters are still planning,

Other Festival highlights too are coming

There are ambitious plans to re-use the

much of the GIA’s ambitious activity was

together. Scotstyle, which features the “best”

remains of St Peter’s as a permanent arts

programmed for March. So, a good deal of

hundred buildings from the last century,

and performance venue, demonstrating that

Architect Ale (named and specially labelled in

starts its tour at the Falkirk Wheel where

the sculptural power of Gillespie Kidd and

honour of Robert Adam, Alexander Thomson,

it will be on show until the 20th April. The

Coia’s remarkable building in its woodland

Honeyman and Keppie, Charles Rennie

exhibition has proven so popular that three

setting, still evokes an emotional response

Mackintosh, Basil Spence and Gillespie Kidd

separate versions have been required to

from visitors, sufficient to prompt major

and Coia) has already been consumed. The

meet the demand. It will tour throughout

investment and the hope that it may, phoenix-

GIA’s travelling pavilion named “Eòlas” (the

Scotland over its eight month run.

like, rise anew.

Gaelic word for knowledge) has started

Early in the planning of the Festival it was
agreed that asking the RIAS’ six Chapters to

This exhibition will have the distinction

its tour. The film (Re)imaging Glasgow

of being delivered, to over 30 venues, in a

a reworking of Oscar Marzaroli’s 1971

1979 Volkswagen Moonraker Campervan,
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appropriately ‘pimped up’ to celebrate the

Hussey Harris), Benedetta Tagliabue Hon

feature at the National Portrait Gallery and

Festival and Scotstyle itself.

FRIAS, Adrian Wiszniewski Hon FRIAS and a

Mound Square respectively. The former

reprise of the 1999 pavilion by the late David

features twelve of Scotland’s most renowned

Mackay FRIAS.

architects, Sir William Bruce (c. 1625-1710),

Our competition among RIAS members
for the Ideal Hut Show attracted fifteen varied
submissions. Of these we will be building six.

Currently being built in Glasgow,

Robert Adam (1728-1792), James Craig (1739-

So pavilions by Craig Amy, Konishi Gaffney,

where a warehouse is rapidly filling up with

1795), Sir Robert Rowand Anderson (1834-

David Gardner (Holmes Miller), Isabel and

extravagantly adapted garden sheds, the Ideal

1921), Sir Robert Stoddart Lorimer (1864-1929),

Clara Garriga (Holmes Miller), GWS and

Hut Show starts its tour at the end of April

Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1869-1928), Jack

John Russell (BDP) will feature alongside

and will travel from Edinburgh to Glasgow,

Coia (1898-1981), Sir Robert Matthew (1906-

those by Doolan Award winners, artists and

Dundee, Inverness and ultimately Perth,

1975), Sir Basil Spence (1907-1976), Margaret

international invitees: Jane Duncan PRIBA,

spending one month in each throughout the

Brodie (1907-1997), Peter Womersley (1923-

Malcolm Fraser RIAS, Eva Jiřičná CBE Hon

summer.

1993) and Kathryn Findlay (1953-2014), in the

FRIAS, Morgan McDonnell, NORR, David Page

Two other highlights will appear in

FRIAS, Ian Ritchie CBE Hon FRIAS, Andy Scott

Edinburgh in mid-June when Out of Their

Hon FRIAS, Charlie Sutherland (Sutherland

Heads and our Pop-up Cities Expo will
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context of their buildings.
The Cities Expo will bring together
pavilions from throughout Scotland and
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further afield, generating our own little

towards our promised “400 events across

“architectural zoo” for a month which will also

Scotland” to mark this festival.

feature talks from the participating cities and
a symposium.
Two major events currently well worthy

Of course, all that has only been possible

“

If 2016’s Festival of Architecture is a
truly national celebration the RIAS will
deserve the fullest praise.

through the generosity and goodwill of our,
over 100, partners who are supporting and

”

As the first printed programme of the

of a visit are Build It (concluding 17th April),

participating in the Festival of Architecture

year amply demonstrates this already is

a children’s Lego building workshop at the

2016, making this the largest ever, year-long,

a truly national event – but the goal was

National Museum in Edinburgh and the

Scotland-wide arts festival. Our thanks, as

never praise for the RIAS, but improved

subtle and alluring exhibition Grey Gardens at

ever, go to our main sponsors EventScotland

understanding of architecture and just how

Dundee’s DCA (closing 1st May) exploring art,

(part of VisitScotland), Creative Scotland and

much Scotland’s architects can contribute to

architecture and concrete of the 1960s and 70s.

our many commercial sponsors, particularly

the future of our little nation.

Further highlights of the Festival
will feature in the summer issue of RIAS

Scotrail and The Herald and Times Group.
As Herald Arts Editor, Keith Bruce,

Quarterly. With well over 200 events already

commented in early December last year,

programmed, we are well on our way

anticipating our Festival:

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary & Treasurer
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About Lockton

Lockton is the world’s largest privately
owned global insurance broker.
Our focus is our clients and our people.
Our 5,600 associates help 48,000 clients in
125 countries. Our clients value our bespoke
solutions, innovative ideas and great service.
For seven consecutive years, Business Insurance
magazine has recognised Lockton as a ‘Best
Place to Work in Insurance’.

Lockton Companies - Glasgow
Queens House
19 St Vincent Place
Glasgow
G1 2DT
United Kingdom
+44 141 225 8470
Lockton Companies - Edinburgh
22 Rutland Street
Edinburgh
EH1 2AN
United Kingdom
+44 131 345 5550

Broking

architectenquiries@uk.lockton.com

done differently
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Legacy Giving
Giving Something Back
© Malcolm Cochrane

Scottish architects are rather expert at
having a good time together. This is the year
of our centenary celebrations. It may be time
to reflect how lucky we are and how proud
we can be of professional achievements over
this period. Architects are sometimes put
down these days as being an add-on luxury
to the building industry. Total nonsense but
what a change there has been in attitudes
over the last sixty years.
When I joined the profession in 1951
it was just after wartime. It was a time of
aspirations and beliefs that were essential to
our morale and morality. Hopes were high
that the world could be made a much better
place by good design. I still firmly believe that
this is true.
On arrival in Edinburgh in 1953, I
immediately joined the EAA (briefly becoming
their minute secretary in Rutland Square
meetings) and having been elected ARIAS,
began my long involvement. I never gave
thought to the reason that meetings were
held in an Edinburgh town house. As a
student I had taken my examination at the
RIBA headquarters in Portland Place, a grand
and rather daunting place.
Of course I have since become perfectly
aware that the RIAS owes an enormous debt

and Conventions. It was a time of meeting

whole professional body so smoothly and

of gratitude to the generous bequest from Sir

so many people who would not otherwise

efficiently that you can hardly be blamed for

Robert Rowand Anderson. He died in 1921,

have been accessible but also one of social

beginning to take it all rather for granted.

aged 87. Having been predeceased by his

mobility all over Scotland. No wonder that I

wife in the same year, much of this property

feel so at home in the RIAS and most of my

are quite simple. There is payback time if you

was gifted to the Royal Incorporation. His

longstanding friends are architects. I have

have been well and fairly dealt with. You can

Rutland Square house has become RIAS

reached Anderson’s age of 87 and find myself

express thanks by taking time to make the

headquarters. I understand that previously

somewhat astonished to be still around and

arrangements. Nobody expects you to be

he had also made a very substantial financial

able to join the fun of this centenary year.

another Rowand Anderson but the Members,

donation. What an example he has set for us

Inevitably you find that you have to keep

My thoughts on legacies and donations

Fellows and Honorary members could, at a

on making plans. What is going to happen

stroke, ensure stability for the future. If each

to your own heritable wealth and estate?

member gave or pledged even a modest sum

meet John Richards when he arrived, straight

It would be desperately sad and totally

(say £100) it would raise nearly half a million

after National Service, in Robert Matthew’s

irresponsible to let the Inland Revenue take

pounds.

office in Regent Terrace. We married and had

more than its fair share. I have a large family

a really happy professional and family life

but I also want to show gratitude outside

to think along the same lines and revisit your

together for the next 46 years. John was RIAS

those boundaries. The RIAS needs to be

Will to support our wonderful profession

President in 1983-85. As his ‘lady’ I enjoyed

given encouragement as part of my extended

long after we are gone.

two years of hectic activity and Friday

family. Our energetic Secretary and the

dinners as well as the annual receptions

dedicated staff at Rutland Square manage the

all.
In 1957 I had the great good fortune to

‘JUST DO IT’ is my motto today. I urge you

Margaret Richards FRIAS
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Mansfield Traquair Centre
© Heritage Portfolio

RIAS Centenary International Convention 2016
Fittingly, the first day of this year’s

by a man destined to become one of the

as well as a healthy selection from Scotland

Convention will take place in the former

greatest exponents of Victorian Gothic

and the UK, the breadth of experience

Catholic Apostolic Church on East London

in Scotland, was not its architecture but

and the diversity of creative approaches

Street, Edinburgh. Fitting because the

the superb murals by the Irish-born artist,

represented at this year’s Convention

building, now gloriously restored as the

Phoebe Anna Traquair.

will make this event very special indeed.

Mansfield Traquair, was an early work by the

By the time she painted these murals in

All of those speaking also contribute to

RIAS founder, Sir Robert Rowand Anderson.

the 1890s, Phoebe Traquair had developed a

architectural teaching and are particularly

His neo-Norman, competition-winning

major international reputation as a jewellery

skilled at “getting the message across”. Some

design was, doubtless influenced by his

designer, textile artist and, of course, muralist.

have spoken previously at RIAS Conventions

previous work in the London office of the

The quality of these works has earned

and events, all are sure to be stimulating and

great neo-Gothicist, George Gilbert Scott and

Mansfield Traquair the epithet “Edinburgh’s

some just a little provocative.

by his extensive travels through Europe.

Sistine Chapel”.

Of course, much of the reason for the
restoration of this magnificent early outing
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With speakers whose origins include
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Spain and New Zealand

We are particularly grateful that the
Incorporation’s friend, Benedetta Tagliabue,
helped us with the invitation to the great

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2016

Convention 2016

St John’s Eagle and St Luke’s Ox from the chancel arch of the Mansfield Traquair Centre, painted by Phoebe Anna Traquair 1893-4
© Stewart Guthrie, Mansfield Traquair Trust

Spanish master, Rafael Moneo. Part of the
attraction, of course, was the offer to Sr

operating on a “first come, first served” basis.
All of our venues, Mansfield Traquair, The

reasonable indeed. This is a rare opportunity
to hear many of those who are participating.

Moneo of a personal guided tour around

Balmoral Hotel for the Friday evening dinner

So our best advice is to get off your marks

EMBT’s best known international building,

and the Hawthornden Lecture Theatre at the

(the booking form and programme should

The Scottish Parliament.

National Gallery for the Saturday, are limited

arrive with your Quarterly. Otherwise please

capacity. This will ensure that this event

go to the RIAS website www.rias.org.uk).

As this is the Incorporation’s centenary, we
propose that after the initial invitation through

retains the intimacy and the close connect

this issue of the Quarterly, to our membership,

with all the speakers, about which past

we will open the event out to our friends at

delegates have always enthused.

the RIBA and to Scottish co-professionals.

The other often repeated, but

Although the message is oft repeated, it is

nevertheless true mantra is that our

vitally important, if you want to attend this

sponsors, Gartcarron Fire Engineering, Senior

very special Convention, to get your booking

Architectural Systems and Sturrocks Joinery

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS

in as soon as possible. We are as ever

all contribute to keeping the ticket price very

Secretary & Treasurer
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addagrip

www.addagrip.co.uk

TM

Manufacturers, Formulators and Suppliers of Quality Resin Surfacing Systems since 1980

addaset ®

addab und ®

terrabound ®

BBA Certified
Resin Bound Porous Surfacing

BBA Certified
Resin Bound Porous Surfacing

BBA Certified
Resin Bound Porous Surfacing

with recycled content

Ask us about our range of BBA Accredited Resin Bound Surfacing Systems
T: 01825 761333

Email: sales@addagrip.co.uk

A member of the

group
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Students
Supporting self-build social enterprise in Kenya, creating a work of public art, with the public of Anderston in Glasgow and
interviewing Mario Botta in Switzerland - the variety of international endeavour by students from the Scottish Schools is
impressive. The humanity reflected in these pieces and their international outlook bodes well for the profession of the future.

Children entering their new home for the first time
© Odysseas Mourtzouchos
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HADDEN KNOWS HOMES
As a Main Contractor and Residential
Developer since 1992 a large amount of
our workload is on new build housing and
refurbishment projects for local authorities,
housing associations and private clients.
Highland Steading is a RIAS award winning
project completed by Hadden Construction in
2013.
We also carry out our own private residential
developments via our Hadden Homes brand
and offer a quality finished product to meet the
aspirations of our customers.

www.hadden.co.uk

To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd
1 Maidenplain Place, Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
slynas@hadden.co.uk 01764 694702

Get Rid of Rising Damp.
Permanently.
Old buildings get damp. But they don’t have to
stay damp.
The AQUAPOL building dehydration system,
a precision German technology, has been drying out old buildings since 1985. Using a small
lampshade-like device installed on the ceiling, it
permanently eliminates rising damp by harnessing the power of wireless technology.
•
•
•
•
•

Non-invasive
Reversible
Permanent
Eco-friendly
Suitable for Listed Buildings

www.aquapol.co.uk
Office: 0131 661 9068
Mobile: 0750 746 8303
office@aquapol.co.uk

Rising damp specialists since 1985
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Children’s Home, Kenya
The completed children’s home
© Odysseas Mourtzouchos

In the summer of 2014, myself, along with

oversized bricks. This method of building is

equality of people, believing that any male

14 other student architects embarked on the

highly sustainable. The building material is

or female from any background, deserves

build of a children’s home in Nakuru, Kenya

produced from the site and just requires man

the same opportunities. We stayed true

with the social enterprise Orkidstudio. We

and woman power to build the very thermally

to this belief during the build employing

worked closely with staff of the existing

efficient and durable walls. The simplicity of

women, alongside men, to help with the

organisation, St. Jeromes’s Centre, to

this technique enabled some of the unskilled

construction, paying everyone equally. This

establish the requirements for the new

builders whom we worked with to hone this

decision undermined the local assumption

building, which is now home to 35 children

skill and were subsequently commissioned

that women are best occupied at home

and their caretakers. Our ambition was to

to build a number of earth-bag houses for

while physical work should be reserved for

create an inspiring place for disadvantaged

private clients.

the men. Despite the initial objections from

children to grow up, while ensuring all their

The façades facing into the courtyard are

the men, everyone settled down to work

needs were met. Since the build was in the

clad in spaced pillar cores, a bi-product of

together enabling the women to prove their

public eye it was important to understand

veneer processing which would otherwise

worth on the building site.

how our time spent in Nakuru influenced the

be a waste material, despite their inherent

lives of the local people and inspired further

strength. The spacing of the pillar cores

one it is important to understand the social

development.

provided ample ventilation to the circulation

responsibilities of the organisation. Emphasis

routes whilst restricting solar gain. This

should be shifted from the volunteer and

block and a living block, separated by a

use of a waste material as a final cladding

onto the local people, an aspect which is

courtyard. Thick earth-bag walls wrap around

material reveals one of the advantages of

sometimes forgotten. Orkidstudio focuses

the buildings on the ground floor to regulate

volunteering. A new perspective of the local

on the empowerment of local people so they

the fluctuation between night-time and

context and available materials can lead to

can learn new skills and take them further,

day-time temperatures. The soil used in the

innovative design and potentially inspire

provoking long term development of the

earth-bags was excavated for foundations

local people to see materials and building

local area once the organisation has left.

and water storage on the site and was packed

techniques in a new light.

There are two main buildings, a bedroom

into standard grain bags which were laid like

Orkidstudio’s beliefs are centred on the

When embarking on a project such as this

Fraser Stewart
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The architect Mario Botta in the archive of his studio
© Matteo Fieni

Mendrisio, Where North and South Meet –
a Conversation with Mario Botta
Just half an hour by train from Milan,

Given the advanced globalisation process,

Well, there is no direct relationship between

Mendrisio is a Swiss-Italian town sitting on

will the Ticino continue to be a catalyst for

the two disciplines, yet there is an analogy

a major route crossing the Alps. Today, the

different design cultures?

from the physical point of view. In the old

traditional grape growing and the spreading

Mario Botta: – I cannot foresee the future,

anatomical theatres, the students were

manufacturing districts are the two faces

however the Ticino has had this vocation

disposed in a circle and the human body was

of this industrious land, where several

for centuries. Indeed, there’s a memory

in the centre to be analysed. In our building,

great architects have seen the light, from

embodied by the territory itself. The

architecture, in the form of exhibitions and

the Middle-Age cathedral builders to the

mountains on one side and the great plain

projections, will find place in a hall enclosed

contemporary masters of the “Ticino school”.

with the lakes on the other, create spaces

by two circular galleries. In this building,

To mark this special vocation, an “academy

themselves. Probably, this is the reason why

students will analyse the “anatomy” of the

of architecture” was established here in 1996.

this territory gives birth to many builders.

territory as if it was a human body. Even

Now, this is the meeting point for teachers

If the Ticino were a flat desert, it would

though doctors and architects work in

and students from both sides of the Alps.

definitely foster other activities. Anyway, I

different scales, here the approach is similar.

To find out more about this place, I meet

don’t think that globalisation can transform

the Ticinese architect Mario Botta, co-

the identity of a place. I do believe in the

Have you ever had a commission in Britain?

founder of the Accademia di Mendrisio and

territory of memory. I am confident it will

No. I have designed buildings in four

prominent international architect. Plans and

provide the Ticino with the right antibodies.

Continents, nonetheless – as you know –
architects don’t choose where to work, they

models of ambitious projects fill every desk.
However, in spite of its world-wide prestige,

The campus of the Accademia di Mendrisio

wait for someone to hire them. Still, I’m open

the practice has a friendly and down-to-earth

is growing with the construction of a

to such an opportunity; my pencil is ready!

atmosphere.

building developed by your firm. You
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defined it an “architectural theatre”

The Scottish Highlands landscapes recall

and it actually recalls in shape the old

those of some Swiss valleys. Have you ever

anatomical theatres. How can the teaching

travelled beyond the Hadrian’s wall?

of architecture be associated to that of

I have been to Scotland two or three times

medicine?

but I cannot say I know it well. Anyway, I like

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2016

Students
below
The main hall of the Canavée building is used for projections, performances and
exhibitions.
right
The park of a Romantic villa is now part of the campus. The Canavée building
was designed for the Accademia by Swiss architects Amr Soliman and Patrik
Zurkirchen.
© Andrea Valentini

7 – The park of a Romantic villa is now part of the campus. In the background, the
Canavée building (c) Andrea Valentini.JPG

The Canavée building, on the right, was designed for the Accademia by Swiss
architects Amr Soliman and Patrik Zurkirchen (c) Andrea Valentini.JPG

Scotland because it is a bit distant from the

This is a debate that interests the whole

Milan. There are always positive and negative

issues and the turbulent life revolving around

modern culture. A re-construction of the

forces to consider. The positives are that a

London. A certain detachment, a tradition of

original design is a form of resistance to

form of expression is linked to the history and

farming and solar cycle related activities can

the flattening of the global world. This

always ends up belonging to us. It is a bit of a

produce some interesting antibodies against

said; we must acknowledge that it would

paradox, because these buildings, at the time

the worst aspects of globalisation.

be nice to build our own history making

of their completion were perceived as aliens.

use of contemporary forms. Unfortunately,

Fifty years later, they start talking about the

You started your career working for Le

the contemporary forms have become the

history of a country. We cannot expect to

Corbusier and Louis Kahn. The latter is

language of the “international style”, the

save everything. We must choose significant

well known for the use he made of simple

cultural fashions and the self-referential

examples and resign for the others. A building

shapes and massive walls. In this concern,

objects. In this context, the history and the

is like a man: it has a limited life span. In fact,

Charles Rennie Mackintosh may be

past have no longer anything to say. This

the negative aspect of the modern culture

regarded as a precursor of this aesthetic.

is the criticism I make to contemporary

is that its materials and its ideas are very

What do you think of this Master?

architecture. Finally, I think that the past is a

fragile. These modernist and pre-modernist

Glasgow was the destination of one of

form of the present.

buildings bring with them the nostalgia of
a culture that has never fully expressed its

my first study trips. I went there to see
Mackintosh’s magical world and to study

A monastery in Ukraine is the last of a

potential. Actually, the modern movement

the Scottish version of Art Nouveau. I think

number of religious buildings you have

has left more bad examples in its applications

that Mackintosh had very well understood

designed since the 80’s. The St. Peter’s

than in its hopes. Unfortunately, its main

the historical period prior to the modern

Seminary in Cardross is now the object of

legacy is today’s speculative architecture. You

movement. Together with John Ruskin, he is a

an ambitious renovation plan. What is your

know, I am working on a university campus

constant reference for me.

opinion about it?

to be built in China. They said to me that it

I haven’t followed the debate about the future

has to last for fifty years. This assumption felt

Do you think it is appropriate to restore the

of the seminary but I think I can understand

strange to me because here we ask a building

Glasgow School of Arts according to the

the issue. Indeed something similar is

to last for eternity.

original plans?

happening for the Marchiondi reformatory in

Andrea Valentini
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Q. Is it a smoke vent or is it roof access?
A. Yes.
Don’t forget that Bilco CE-marked smoke vents can also be used for access onto a flat roof,
eliminating the need for additional roof penetration.
Just add a fixed vertical ladder to the side of the vent (opposite the actuator), and your
smoke vent becomes dual purpose.

• Saves space on the roof
• Motorised operation for access
• Reduces cost of having separate access hatch

BIM | CAD
Tel: 01284 701696 Fax: 01284 702531 www.bilcouk.com email: bilcouk@bilco.com
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Uninas Community Mural for Anderston

All images © MSA Stage 3

Once a place of heavy industry within

precious material to aid in the design process.

signpost — one which could perhaps act as an

Glasgow, Anderston experienced a huge

The workshops were designed to gain local

unofficial centre of Anderston or a meeting

upheaval in the 1970s when much of the area

knowledge, focusing in particular on the

place for families. With a nod to the once

was scheduled for demolition, following the

theme of ‘memory’. Pupils from the local

present launderette that had occupied the

infamous Bruce report of 1945, making way

schools showed us, through drawing, painting

site for decades, we designed the distinctive

for what is now the M8. Today, Anderston

and play, what they loved about where

lettering now present, in collaboration with a

is at the heart of a multi-million pound

they lived and what constituted ‘home’ for

local architecture collective.

regeneration; with a focus on better housing

them. We all enjoyed working with such an

provision and a general improvement of the

enthusiastic group of consultants.

public realm.

The mural is comprised of the individual
letters within the word ‘Anderston’, each

At a lunch club with some of the older

signifying a different chapter of the area’s

residents of Anderston, we discussed how

past, present and future. The letter A, for

Mackintosh School of Architecture, we

the area had changed over the long-term.

example, is a reminder of Anderston’s role

were given the opportunity to play a role

These workshops opened up a social

in Glasgow’s ship-building history, while

in this exciting redevelopment. Our brief

dialogue, as well as a creative one. Over

the ceramics composing the letter ‘R’ hint

was to design a mural for a large courtyard

the course of several months we gathered

at the local pottery industry in the pre-M8

wall surrounded by flats. The mural would

a better picture of what Anderston meant

era. The ‘E’, composed of drawings from the

capture the area’s eventful past, as well as

to the people who lived there, which

school workshops, show us how the local

the strong community spirit at the heart of

undoubtedly helped towards an actual

children view their neighbourhood, and why

the neighbourhood today. We were keen to

design for the mural. It was our role now to

Anderston is important to them.

involve the community in a direct manner

piece together a physical collage from these

from the very start, wanting the design to be

disparate memories and aspirations, together

attended by the Lord Provost on the 4th of

a product of this engagement, rather than a

with a more complete knowledge of local

December 2015.

personal imposition.

history.

As part of our third year studies at the

We organised a series of workshops

The mural was unveiled at a ceremony

Through further community consultation,

targeting various groups as a cross section

including a vote on the final design scheme,

of the community. Every group produced

the decision was made to create a visual

Alessia Cacopardo and Will Seymour
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Glass Balustrading
Specialists in manufacture and installation
of top quality aluminium balustrade systems
Choice of styles and colours
Also stainless steel balustrades and handrails

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3HB
Tel: 01738 639 429 Fax: 01738 621 358
info@grillecity.com
www.grillecity.com
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Mérida: Museo nacional de art romano
© Michael Moran
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Kursaal
© Michael Moran

Rafael Moneo: Remarks on 21 Works
Rafael Moneo, photographs by Michael Moran
Thames & Hudson; £50.00

Remarks on 21 Works is a monograph that

a literary metaphor?” or “An architecture

distilling natural phenomenon and elements

stands isolated in the canon of architectural

inspired by a geometry arising from the

in order to tell the story of Miró and does

publications. This is not a book where

contingent.”

so in a way that personifies nature. All of

projects are solely presented in linear fashion.

Many of Moneo’s well-known works are

the projects featured, though different in

Here, the architect of these selected projects

presented and the author has not sought to

typology and theme, show this same level of

makes a study of his own buildings with an

directly point out linkages between projects,

care and devotion from their architect.

analytical and reflective perspective. Rafael

this is left to the reader.

Moneo’s observations in this book are at once
illuminating, insightful and often inspiring.

The kernels offered by the architect

The precise and appropriate word-choice
deployed by Moneo is worth mentioning. It

intensify the text. Moneo speaks of the

is quite lyrical and lucid whilst at the same

“freedom of the architect...from accepting

time is also sophisticated and immediately

to those completed and tested by time

intuition” when describing the random

accessible in its clarity of meaning and

and users by the year 2010. Each work is

system of horizontal and vertical elements

construction of visual imagery. This is perhaps

presented in an identical fashion: drawings

on the principal facade of the City Hall

a benefit from also speaking a romantic, latin

and images are sparsely spaced on every

Extension in Murica. On another occasion he

language.

left hand page to reinforce the adjacent text.

muses on an occurrence that saw difficulty

The eye darts to and fro, with image and text

in extracting cues from a given site and how

protagonist in my personal library, as I

complementing the themes set forth. Well-

works on architecture can be spawned “with

am sure it will with any reader with an

captured photos by Michael Moran conclude

a certain degree of autonomy”. In a world

interest in architecture and the world.

the chapters and convey each building from a

awash with superficiality, these frank and

Moneo’s effort in the composition of this

single source, specifically for the publication.

honest observations are both reassuring and

work justifies his place as one of the great

Care has also been devoted to the weight

liberating.

architects of our time. Moreover, alongside

Moneo has limited the range of projects

of the paper, colour, texture, typeface and

At the Pilar and Joan Miró Foundation

This tome has become a precious

his profound architectural achievements,

spacing, making this book a pleasurable

building in Palma de Mallorca, Moneo

Moneo is also an educator and an expert

experience to hold as well as to read.

describes a building imbued with

communicator of knowledge, experience

transcendent qualities. He talks of a “search

and ideas. This perhaps is what makes this

featured, the reader will, as I have, notice

for lost sea” and of directing the viewer to

book so compelling. Reading Remarks on

variations in emphasis and theme conveyed

ponder the landscape that Miró’s own eyes

21 Works is an exquisite delight that I would

by the writer in each chapter. This is first

“contemplated with pleasure”. Furthermore,

wholeheartedly recommend.

presented by the sub-title to each work,

he describes the water reflections that

such as: “Can a building be constructed from

“shimmers and winks at Miró’s work”. He is

Due to the diverse range of projects
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© Peter Märkli. ZeichnungenDrawings. Quart Publishers Lucerne (2015)

Peter Märkli – Zeichnungen/
Drawings
Edited by Fabio Don + Claudia Mion
Quart Publishers; £64.00

“It all has to do with beauty” – the maxim

drawings down to a core of 700, mostly A4

are for studying.” The drawings hint at John

first coined by St. Augustine and adopted

size, on a mix of white, gridded and sepia-

Hedjuk’s joyously unconventional approach

by Mies van der Rohe, has shaped Peter

coloured paper. The editors have assembled

to architectural representation and the book

Märkli’s creative oeuvre. Born in 1953, this

almost 400 beautifully reproduced drawings

is interspersed by seven succinct texts from

relatively little-known Swiss architect has

(note that they are considered as drawings,

invited authors including Florian Beigel +

adhered to this gnomic mantra throughout

rather than sketches) for this new publication

Philip Christou (who pen a perceptive essay

his professional life. His own epiphany came

which will probably become a collector’s item.

entitled ‘it’s not a child’s drawing’).

whilst studying at ETH Zurich when he

Indeed the last substantial publication on

happened upon the Prussian-born sculptor

Märkli’s architectural work, Approximations

are done differently in Switzerland. Consider

Hans Josephsohn (1920 – 2012) and started to

by Moshen Mostafavi (2002), is now long out

this elegant book, for example, which

help out in his studio.

of print but available via the web at a hefty

presents a plethora of Märkli’s evocative

£990.

drawings from 1980 to 2015. The book’s high

Their friendship proved mutually
beneficial and led to Märkli’s most celebrated

Märkli’s drawings are often referred to as

It may be a self-evident truth, but things

production values are due, in part, to a novel

commission, to date, ‘La Congiunta’ – an

‘archaic’ and reflect a diversity of influences

crowd-funding initiative by the publisher to

austere bunker-like form completed in 1992,

including Greek antiquity, vernacular

help offset initial printing costs. The scheme

sited in a verdant Swiss valley. It has been

farmhouses of the Po Valley, African art and

attracted almost a hundred subscribers,

described as an “…architectonic approach to

Matisse. He likens his drawings to “…the

raised over £10,000 and exceeded their

art” and houses a number of Josephsohn’s

personal appropriation of an experience”

target figure by almost 300%. The platform

abstracted figurative sculptures set in a stark

and they possess an elemental, ‘awkward’

wemakeit.com promotes innovative ideas

concrete interior devoid of frivolous niceties

beauty. The apparent naivety, the scaleless-

and products to an informed, highly literate,

such as applied finishes, artificial lighting or

ness, the smudges, the over-laid lines, the

network savvy audience and perhaps could

environmental control.

rubbings out, all belie a sensitive, thoughtful

be a means to encourage more Scottish

approach to composition, proportion and

practices to finally publish that long promised

is also evident in Märkli’s idiosyncratic

balance. They represent an exploratory

monograph?

drawings which often employ utilitarian

reservoir of potential ideas and Märkli states:

ballpoint pens and colouring pencils. He

“The important thing with these drawings is

is certainly prolific but has culled his many

to work with elements or situations. They

The pared back rawness of this museum

Mark Cousins RIAS
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Space of Production – Projects and Essays on Rationality, Atmosphere,
and Expression in the Industrial Building
Edited by Jeannette Kuo
Park Books, Zürich; £30.40

Main packing hall of the Boots Packed Wet Goods Factory
© Courtesy of the Boots Company Archive

New books on industrial architecture are

most essential. Yet the editor admits that

Switzerland. I can’t recall seeing images of

infrequent enough to warrant pricking up

projects such as Fiat’s Lingotto plant (the

Sulzer’s engine works at Winterthur, Roche’s

your ears when one is published. Space of

one with the rooftop test track) and the Van

pharma plants or the watchmaking factories

Production describes itself as an exploration

Nelle factory in Rotterdam were omitted

of the Arc Jurassien in any architecture book

of exemplary industrial structures. The

in favour of more structurally adventurous

– but they would be relevant here, given that

editor has selected a series of untypical but

schemes. Hence the book is certainly a study

one of this book’s stated aims is to consider

wonderfully tectonic factories, almost all of

of expression, less so rationality.

the reuse of Switzerland’s obsolete factories.

which feature reinforced concrete shells,

Consideration of atmosphere follows

Those slight cavils aside, the book is

in the next 80 pages with a series of essays,

well designed and produced and it features

interviews and student schemes from the

inventive buildings some of which rarely

Williams’ Wet Goods factory for Boots in

École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne.

appear anywhere else – for example, the

Nottingham and its integration of space,

The essays acknowledge the precedents but

Bank of England’s printing works at Loughton

light and form sets a high bar. The first 80

discuss contemporary concerns, whereas

in Essex, designed by Easton & Robertson.

pages include buildings designed by Behrens,

the student schemes are indebted to Ricardo

In some cases, the only alternative would

Candela, Albert Kahn, Louis Kahn, Maillart,

Bofill by way of Reyner Banham’s study of

be leafing through back issues of the AJ or

Nervi, Perret and Prouvé. Each scheme

American grain elevators, A Concrete Atlantis.

acquiring old Batsford titles such as Trevor

is remarkable in its own way and most

The puzzling thing is that those concrete silos,

Dannatt’s Modern Architecture in Britain

were test-beds for concrete technology,

which Banham felt were the precedent, not

through a friendly second-hand book

construction methods or architectural

only for modern factories, but Modernism as

dealer. So, Space of Production is a useful

expressionism.

a whole, don’t feature at all in the first half of

sourcebook of one-off factories which

the book.

diverged from mainstream Modernism,

diagrids or arches.
The book’s cover features Owen

The introduction rounds off with the
statement, “It is architecture naked … it is an

Another oddity is that a Swiss editor,

architectural degree zero,” which suggests

architecture students and publisher

that these are buildings at their purest and

decided to show us only one exemplar from
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although it draws rather uneven conclusions
from them.

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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Nicholas Hawksmoor – London Churches
Mohsen Mostafavi and Helene Binet
Lars Muller Publishers; £30.00
St Mary Woolnoth 1716-1724
© Hélène Binet

This book pays homage to the eight

These detailed and abstracted views are

familiarity to appreciate the breadth and

remarkable churches built in London

deliberately removed from the context of

depth of Hawksmoor’s eclectic portfolio of

to designs by Nicholas Hawksmoor.

place and time. It is ostensibly a wonderfully

ecclesiastical design and its place in history.

Constructed following an Act of Parliament in

executed photo essay, augmented by

1711 to build fifty new churches in the city, two

measured drawings and short, scene-setting

as an urban marker in London’s expanding

of the eight were in collaboration with John

texts. It presents each building as an artefact,

cityscape after the Great Fire is emphasised

James and several were affected by the blitz,

inviting the reader to interpret the concise

in the introduction. However, the book

resulting in the demolition of one (St. John

visual imagery for themselves.

thereafter lacks any apparent structure

Horsleydown). Some have been appropriated

Beyond Binet’s photographs the book

The significance of each church spire

to highlight or interpret chronological or

attempts an intriguing, but uneasy fusion

stylistic progression. It’s left to the reader

of contemporary architectural graphics and

to study, draw conclusions and marvel

publication is the stunning collection of stills

presentation applied to the exquisite English

at a creative final two decades of this

of the seven remaining churches, by the

Baroque of Hawksmoor. The vibrant orange

architectural lifework. Those looking for a

renowned architectural photographer, Hélène

measured drawings on a black background

scholarly exploration of recurring themes and

Binet. This portfolio of images are, in their

would feel more appropriate for depicting

predilections in Hawksmoor’s work should

own right, outstanding. As a proponent of

contemporary design. However the simple

look elsewhere.

analogue photography, Binet’s pictures are a

clarity of the unannotated drawings (whilst

hymn in film to the imagination and beauty

lacking the energy, spirit and vigour of the

of Hawksmoor’s lifework, this book will not

of Hawksmoor’s churches. Individually,

selection of original hand-drawn design

provide an in depth architectural or historical

every still is a work of art to contemplate

sketches also reproduced) allow study of the

assessment of this diverse array of churches.

and ponder; wonderfully executed and

plan, section and elevations of each church

For those with a passing acquaintance, it is

reproduced in crisp, large format black and

and direct comparison across the collective

liable to pique your interest and heighten

white. In combination the book creates a

portfolio.

the desire to find out more and visit these

for other uses in the meantime.
The centrepiece of this alluring

sequence of timeless images that celebrate

In a succinct introduction Mohsen

For aficionados with thorough knowledge

fine churches. From whichever perspective,

the rich architectural language of these

Mostafavi, the Dean of the Harvard Graduate

despite some curious editorial decisions,

wonderful churches.

School of Design, sketches out Hawksmoor’s

this is a beautifully produced, accessible

corpus within the wider historic context

publication that invites, indeed demands, the

anthology of these eight early 18th Century

of Wren and Vanbrugh, post conflagration

reader to study these churches and take a

churches. Each church is illustrated with

London and the fictional retelling of history

fresh look at the genius that was Hawksmoor.

photographs placing them in 21st Century

via Peter Ackroyd’s novel Great Fire of

London before quietly contemplating

London. The introductory essay is short and

the geometry, manipulation of scale and

concise, but provides just about enough of

modelling of Hawkmoor’s eclectic Baroque.

an historical framework for those with vague

This publication is a 21st Century visual

Graham Ross FRIAS
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Think
professional
indemnity.
Proud sponsor of the Festival of
Architecture 2016
Our team in Edinburgh provide leading
professional indemnity insurance solutions to
architects across Scotland.
We have an unparalleled understanding of the
modern day professional practice, the pressures
placed on you and the challenges you face.
For professional indemnity insurance designed
for architects talk to us.

0131 255 0330
bluefinprofessions.co.uk

Think

RIAS Quarterly Spring 2016
© Malcolm Cochrane

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk

Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice
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Practice Update
Practice Services

Practice Services 2016

Contracts Update

Chartered Practice Site
Signboards

Consumer Rights Act

New 2016 SBCC
Contracts

© Malcolm Cochrane

r i a s ch a rter ed pr act

SCAArchitecture
2014
ABC
Scottish Conditions of Appointment of an
an Architect
Architect
compatible with RIBA Plan of Work 2013

www.abc-architects.co.uk 0131 2
The RIAS represents the
rchitects
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

From 1st January 2016 RIAS

The new Consumer Rights Act

SBCC is preparing for the launch

Practice Information has just been

Chartered Practices can, if they

came into force on 1 October

of the 2016 edition of their suite

published. There is still time to

wish, opt to use the Chartered

2015.

of contracts following JCT’s

contact us to avoid missing out

Practice site signboard. The

on important information this

artwork is available from the

issued highlighting areas of

2016 edition of their contracts.

year. If you would like to receive

usual RIAS site signboards

consumer legislation, which

The Scottish editions will take

Practice Information 2016 on

suppliers.

affect architects, such as the

account of:

The RIAS Spring 2016 edition of

A Practice Note has been

Only practices that meet

right to cancel a contract and the

know as soon as possible. The

the eligibility criteria can call

requirement to direct consumer

Practice team is always available

themselves Chartered Practices.

clients to an approved alternative

to deal with any issues that you

Suppliers of site signboards may

dispute resolution (ADR)

may have.

request a current Chartered

provider as appropriate.

paper in a folder please let us

Practice Certificate as proof of

recent announcement of the

•

scottish legal differences in
legislation and terminology,

•

a change in the default
position in SBCC contracts

More than ever it is

from court to arbitration,

status. Alternatively suppliers

essential that practices use the

may require RIAS members

appropriate RIAS Standard Form

(partner or director) to sign a

of Appointment and familiarise

•

new procurement rules,

declaration confirming their

themselves with the guidance

•

arbitration under The

Chartered Practice status.

notes. Anyone using other

Please note that this is not

types of appointment forms,

a replacement for the existing

or bespoke agreements, with

board but an additional board

a consumer client, will need to

offered to Chartered Practices

satisfy themselves that they are

only. Guidance and technical

fully compliant with all aspects of

specification can be accessed

the new regulations. Download

from the Practice Services

the latest versions from the

website.

Practice Services website.

•

full integration of the CDM
Regulations 2015,

Arbitration (Scotland) Act
2010 and
•

signing made simpler with
new style signing provisions.

General enquiries
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Historic Environment

BSD Domestic
Ventilation Guide

Under One Roof
Owners and obligations

Buildings and repairs

Digitising Building
Standards
© Malcolm Cochrane

Conservation
Workshop
22nd March 2016

Building Standards

About

BUILDING STANDARDS
Impartial, free advice on repairs and maintenance for flat owners in Scotland.

SUPPORTING GUIDANCE

Under One Roof is for all tenement, flat, apartment owners and their advisers.
It is independent and impartial. The information and advice is free to owners and charitable groups.
A couple of sentences on how to use the site.
This site is paid for by a partnership which includes Scottish Local Authorities, Housing Associations, Scottish Government, private property managers and conservation
bodies. Under One Roof is part of the The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland.

Six ways to keep your flat’s value

RIAS CPD

DOMESTIC VENTILATION

A small piece of introductory copy which features the most common responsibilities or best ways to ensure that you maintain your flat’s
value. It can run onto two or three lines.

2ND EDITION

Conservation Workshop
22nd March 2016, 9.30am - 3.50pm
RIAS Headquarters, 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh eh1 2be

Know your neighbours and your
responsibilities

Maintain your gutters!

Get your building surveyed
every five years

1

The RIAS organised a day long

Practices are advised that 2016

Practices are advised that the

The Building Standard Division

Conservation Workshop to

will see the birth of a new online

Building Standard Division

is preparing the launch of

Save for repairs

Get professional help

Another top tip for keeping your
flat’s value

Buildings and repairs

Select the type of flat you live in to get full information about repairing that property, or use our symptoms checker to find out what the
problem is and how to fix it.

assist interested individuals

resource called ‘Under One

published a Domestic Ventilation

eBuilding Standards in the

considering applying for

Roof’. It will be aimed at anyone

Guide in December 2015. To

summer of 2016 and testing is

accreditation. The aim of the

who owns a flat in Scotland and

download a copy of the guide go

now underway. The eBuilding

day was to develop participants’

will seek to provide answers to

to the Building Standards section

Standards portal will enable

knowledge and background

all the problems an owner may

of the Scottish Government

the electronic submission of

understanding of conservation

have with their co-owners in

website.

applications for building warrants

principles, whilst providing

particular issues such as owners’

tools they will need to submit

rights and responsibilities,

as completion certificates, to

an application. This was the first

technical advice on what owners

the local authority. When you

time a seminar of this kind, on

need to know about their

register on the new ePlanning

this specialism, had been held

buildings in order that they

at the RIAS Headquarters. The

can instruct proper repairs and

login details will automatically

workshop was a sell-out and a

obtain best value from builders.

give you access to eBuilding

Stone tenements and villas

Older brick and render flats

Some further explanatory copy.

Some further explanatory copy.

Low-rise and high-rise flats

Modern estates

Some further explanatory copy.

Some further explanatory copy.

Repairs checker

What’s the problem?

great success.

Damp

Cracks

Energy and heating

What’s the problem?

Rot or insects

Noise

Pipes and leaks

Damp

Cracks

Rot or insects

Energy and heating

Noise

Pipes and leaks

Owners and obligations

Day-to-day management

Your building’s rules

Your repair responsibilities

From cleaning to accounting.

Found in your Title Deeds (Land Certificate).

Common and mutual responsibilities.

Making decisions

Organising repairs

Paying for repairs

Getting agreement, meetings and voting.

Outlining the full repairs process.

How to raise the money you need
to repair.

Sharing repair costs

Enforcing repairs

Buying and selling

How much each owner should pay.

How to repair if you can’t get owners to agree.

Specific advice on buying and selling flats.

Common building insurance

Altering, improving and renting

A legal obligation.

What you can and can’t do with your flat.

portal from January, your new

Standards when it is launched in

Under One Roof is
independent and impartial and is
Festival of Architecture 2016 is a
year-long, Scotland wide, celebration
of Scottish Architecture.

and other related forms, such

The RIAS was founded in 1916 as the
professional body for all chartered
architects in Scotland.

supported by an alliance which
15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE
+44 (0) 131 229 7545
info@underoneroof.scot

Any legal or other copyright information goes here.

the summer.
For those who are familiar

includes Local Authorities across

with the ePlanning portal, the

Scotland, Scottish Federation of

eBuilding Standards portal will

Housing Associations, Historic

have a similar look and feel.

Environment Scotland, Scottish
Government and many more.
The RIAS’ role is to provide
a holding account for the

Accreditation
Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator
0131 229 7545
edobie@rias.org.uk

funds; provide the contractual
framework for the development
of the site and manage the site
once it is operational. Under One
Roof is an RIAS legacy project for
the Festival of Architecture.
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Planning Review: Oral
Evidence

General Practice

Planning and Road
Construction Consent

Workplace Pensions:
Automatic Enrolment

© Malcolm Cochrane

Members will be aware that the
Directorate for Local Government and Communities
Planning and Architecture Division

automatic enrolment of staff in
workplace pensions started at
the beginning of October 2012.
All employers must eventually

THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF DESIGNING
STREETS POLICY
ACROSS SCOTLAND

New OJEU thresholds
from 1st January 2016
© Malcolm Cochrane

Planning

offer a workplace pension
scheme and automatically
enrol eligible workers in it. This
requirement has applied to larger
employers since October 2012
and will apply to all employers
by 2018.

anderson bell + christie

August 2013

Every employer in the UK
must put certain staff into a

The RIAS received an invitation

Scotland’s policy statement on

pension scheme and contribute

Every two years the European

to participate in the oral evidence

street design – Designing Streets

towards it. If you employ at least

Commission publishes the new

session with the independent

– highlights the importance of

one person, you are an employer

minimum financial thresholds

panel involved in the ‘root and

planning permission and Roads

and you have certain legal duties.

for contracts subject to the

branch’ planning review. The

Construction Consent (RCC)

roundtable discussion was

being run in parallel. Following

has made it easier for small and

procurement law (OJEU). The

held on 23 February. Hugh

research, a framework to

micro employers to choose

revised thresholds will apply to

Crawford, Convenor of the RIAS

assist the alignment of these

a pension scheme, with the

contracts advertised on or after 1

Planning Committee, attended

consents was developed and

publication of a guide on what

January 2016.

the session, which gathered

subsequently tested with

to look out for when picking the

views and ideas about how

stakeholders.

right scheme for their staff. It has

Commission has once again

also published a list of master

increased the threshold, as

encourage to align roads

trust pension schemes that are

measured in Euros, sterling

construction and planning

prepared to accept business

thresholds have actually

and outcome will be published in

consents for housing

from employers of all sizes

decreased. This is due to the

Practice Information.

developments and to follow a

and have been independently

considerable rise in the value of

consistent structured approach

reviewed to show they are

the pound against the Euro since

in doing so.

administered to a high standard.

the last threshold revision. As

the Planning system could be
improved.
A report of the discussion

All authorities have been

application of EU public

Although the European

Further information,

More information on

including how the approach

selecting a pension scheme

would not previously have been

can respond to local

for automatic enrolment can

caught by the regulations will be

circumstances, can be found

be found on the Pension

caught if advertised on or after 1

the Scottish Government’s

Regulator website: www.

January 2016.

Creating Places website: www.

thepensionsregulator.gov.uk

creatingplacesscotland.org.
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Finance

Managing Cash Flow
This article was prepared by Stewart

considered the cash requirement over

except for the final period at which point

Pennington, General Practice Director

the life of the project as part of the tender

they will increase. The sales income recorded

application, he/she will then be able to map

by the large invoice in period one will be

this out in a formal cash flow forecast.

removed from the Profit & Loss Account in

at Johnston Carmichael, LLP. RIAS
Practice Services is greatly indebted to
Johnston Carmichael for their continued
contributions on tax and management
issues affecting architects in practice.
Introduction
The nature of work undertaken by architects
often results in stage payments for services.
Payment upfront sounds ideal and it certainly
de-risks new projects. However the firm
must deal with the practicalities of managing
that cash over the life of the project. This
article considers the key issues surrounding
such circumstances including the accounting
treatment, production of management
information and risk.

Issue 1 – The Cash Itself
Assuming the architect is VAT registered, it
will be necessary to raise a VAT invoice for
the income, which is to be received. This
in turn means that the VAT bill will be high
for the quarter in which the first payment
is received so the full amount of cash must
remain liquid to begin with and the VAT
element paid over to HMRC. The net amount
should be put in to an instant access reserve
account until any decision can be made about
immediate cash flow needs. Presently, banks
will only guarantee current account deposits
of up to £75,000 and therefore it is advisable
to spread current account balances over
different accounts to safeguard the total in
the event of the unthinkable.

Issue 2 – The Cash Requirement
Cash flow projections are essential to
map out the project requirements. Only
once these are known can any investment
decisions be made in respect of the surplus
cash. On the basis that the architect has

This will allow the project director to

year one and instead will be shown as liability

identify the appropriate stages for raising

on the Balance Sheet known as deferred

fees throughout the project, thereby

income. The deferred income balance will

identifying when the cash held in reserve will

be released each year as required in order

be required.

to achieve the correct recognition of profit

Typically, we see costs in excess of

over the life of the project. The liability will

income at the end of the project and it is at

be extinguished when the final balance of

this point that the cash received in advance

income is released into sales in the Profit &

will be released. The project director will

Loss Account.

need to work closely with either his finance

The benefits of accounting for deferred

team or advisors to produce and keep up

income include smooth profit reporting so

to date, an accurate cash flow forecast.

the accounts do not look erratic and ensuring

This document will identify pinch points

that tax on profit is paid at the right time. If

and periods of time where cash will be at a

income was not deferred and the initial lump

surplus.

sum was recognised in the first period, then

Liquidity is key throughout the project.
However, by undertaking the exercise above,
the architect will be able to maximise the

the tax would be paid too early and therefore
adversely affecting cash-flow.
The smooth recognition of profit leads to

return on cash received in advance by taking

other financial planning opportunities around

advantage of financial products such as

remuneration and growth.

term deposits or even bonds, depending on
the timeframe involved. Any decision of an
investment nature should be taken under the
correct advice and an independent financial
advisor would be best placed to give such
advice.

Conclusion
Cash flow management and reporting
within a stage payment scenario is a skill and
requires an understanding of the project and
its associated costs as well as the accounting
requirements. Good financial analysis is

Issue 3 – The Accounting

essential as is the monitoring and recording

Accounting for stage payments is essentially

of ongoing costs. The project leaders will

governed by the matching principal. The total

need to work closely with the finance

income for the project needs to be identified

function or business advisors throughout the

as does the expected cost. This will produce

project. Ultimately, however, cash is king and

an overall profit margin which the accounting

with great reward comes great responsibility.

treatment will look to spread evenly over the
life of the project. It will therefore not follow

Stewart Pennington

the cash. The mechanism for achieving this is

Johnston Carmichael LLP

known as accounting for deferred income.
Typically, we would expect to see a large

Stewart Pennington BA FCCA ATT

sales invoice in the first year of the project

Director, General Practice

representing the income received in advance.

Johnston Carmichael LLP

Let’s assume that all other sales invoices are

stewart.pennington@jcca.co.uk

raised evenly across the life of the project and
that the costs are also smoothly distributed

www.jcca.co.uk
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Insurance

Common Causes of Notification
The following summary highlights

Ex-contract agreements

identifying where responsibility is to be

common causes of claims for architects.

Problems arise when the contractor seeks

re-assigned, rather than assuming “that’s no

an architect’s instruction to obtain payment

longer my responsibility”. RIASIS recently

via the contract. Requests for certification of

settled a large claim because a drawing that

work not instructed by the architect are to

should have been clearly labelled “indicative

RIAS Practice Notes and Guidance for

be refused. Clients should be advised, when

only” was not and was followed as a design

Practice Services Subscribers and the

drafting the tender documentation, that any

detail by a contractor who wanted the job

work carried out on site must be instructed

finished. The architect must warn their client

by the architect and that the architect will

in unequivocal terms to make alternative

have no involvement in ex-contract works or

provision.

For each source described in the
summary below, there are a number of

RIAS legal advisor provides advice on
bespoke appointments.

its certification.
The number one source of claims has always
been the role of inspection and the over-

No formal appointment document
Pressure to sign the Practical Completion
Certificate

The ARB regulations require a signed

If an architect is often pressure from both

for not complying are clear. Failure to set

the contractor, who seeks the release of

out clear terms and conditions will make it

Inspection

the retention and the client who wants to

difficult to deny liability for a claim.

Even if a less than perfect design is deemed

take possession of the property so they can

to demonstrate the standard of reasonable

avoid the cost of rented accommodation, this

skill and care expected of an architect, the

should only be consented to if the architect

architect may still be caught out in the role of

writes to the client making them fully aware

inspection; particularly if the contractor has

of the implications and shortcomings.

arching responsibility of the architect for the
project.

ceased trading.

appointment document and the sanctions

Novation
Novation is such a part of commercial
projects nowadays that by and large it
is accepted as a fact of life. However,
remarkably few architects insist on reviewing

Final accounts disputes

their appointment document to remove

Insufficiently regular inspections

This arises frequently if the main contractor

responsibilities they patently cannot fulfil

The architect should write to the client at the

has under-bid and needs to recover their

when employed by the contractor – the most

outset of the project stating the frequency

losses. The insured is in the invidious position

important of all being the role of inspection.

and timing of inspections required and obtain

of assessing a claim for EOT and being

written agreement of the architect’s travel

blamed for the delay by allegedly failing to

time charges. Skimping on inspections is a

deliver information on time.

false economy for the client and failure on
the part of the architect to agree a realistic
programme can lead to a costly liability.

Inspection only appointments
Architects should not offer service as it
is a constant source of notifications. The

Susan Moore

At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing
a market leading policy wording,
an integral support service and fast

Location of services

information offered to the inspecting

turnover of documentation. For further

The late discovery that a water/gas main

architect is often incomplete and the

information, please contact:

or power lines are located somewhere

frequency of inspections better suited to the

other than it was thought can give rise to

aims of the builder as opposed to allowing

additional cost and conflict in the attempt to

the architect to fulfil his/her remit. This has

agree an alternative design and/or location

resulted in some avoidable and costly claims.

of the building. Although it is not common
practice for the architect to advise his/her
client to engage a services engineer for
small, domestic buildings, it would make the
architect less vulnerable to any subsequent
claim if they were to do so and in writing.
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RIAS Insurance Services
Orchard Brae House
30 Queensferry Road

Duties excised from the architect’s
contract must be re-assigned to others

Edinburgh eh4 2hs

If the scope of the architect’s appointment

Fax 0131 311 4280

is reduced, usually as a cost saving exercise,
they should write to the other parties

Telephone 0131 311 4292
susan.riccio@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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© Malcolm Cochrane

Retirement can be a less taxing time of life
Utilising all your various investments and

Tax-free income from ISAs

Investment Bonds

tax allowances in the right way can result in

Today many individuals have sizeable ISA

Up to 5% of your total payments into a Bond

you paying a lot less tax on your retirement

portfolios and so a substantial tax-free

can be withdrawn each year for up to 20

income.

income can be generated from these

years without you incurring any immediate

investments.

tax liability.

One of the key benefits of the new
pension freedoms is the increased flexibility.

From next year the annual allowance will

You now have much more scope to structure

increase to £20,000, thus enabling couples

your income to suit your actual needs and

and individuals to attract more tax free capital

tax position. However, it’s important to

or income on encashment.

remember that your retirement income is
typically much broader than just income from

Capital withdrawals from other investments

your pension.

You can effectively boost your income by

Considering all your various pensions,

selling investments held outside of an ISA and

investments and annual tax allowances

you won’t pay any tax if the gains are within

together makes a lot of sense because this

your annual capital gains tax (CGT) allowance.

will allow your retirement income to be as tax

Your personal CGT allowance for 2015/16 is

efficient as possible, assuming it is managed

£11,100.

in the right way. In fact, skilful planning may
result in you paying no income tax at all:

Dividend allowance
The Government is introducing a new
dividend allowance from 5 April 2016 which
means the first £5,000 of any dividends you
receive will be tax free.

Frame Broadfoot
RIAS PFS

Remember to utilise losses where
applicable also when considering capitals
gains tax (CGT) strategies.

Your personal allowance
Everyone has a personal income tax

Spousal Transfers

allowance (£10,600 for most people in

It is always sensible to arrange spousal

2015/16) and so you can potentially draw up

transfer of assets when encashing taxable

to this amount from your pension without

assets. Your spouse may be a non or basic

incurring any income tax. Of course, other

rate taxpayer and benefit from this simple

sources of income may be counted against

measure to eliminate higher rate tax.

your allowance and so careful planning is
required.

details of this article please contact:

Frame Broadfoot
Financial Planner & Wealth Manager

Tax-free savings interest allowance
This will also be introduced from 6 April 2016.

Tax-free pension lump sum

It means the first £1,000 of savings interest

From age 55 you can take up to 25% of your

will be tax free for basic rate taxpayers and

pension fund as a taxfree lump sum. You

the first £500 for higher rate taxpayers.

can therefore supplement your income by

If you would like more information on the

Towry
220 St Vincent Street
Glasgow g2 5sg
Telephone 0141 227 8000
Mobile 07771 516276

drawing from this cash.
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Manufacture and installation of rooflights
Skylight International Ltd, 75 Birkmyre Road, Glasgow G51 3JH
Phone 0141 445 6655, 0141 445 4219
info@skylight.co.uk

RIAS Quarterly Winter 2015
Scottish Parliament
© Instagrammer @vicastur

Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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Aberdeen
This edition of the ASA’s Quarterly report is hot off the press. We
held our Centenary Dinner + Design Awards 2016 on 26th February at
the Chester Hotel in Aberdeen. We had a record turnout with almost
200 guests in attendance, including RIAS President Willie Watt, RIAS
Secretary Neil Baxter and DIA President and ASA Design Award Judge,
Christine Palmer RIAS.
I would like to congratulate all Design Award Winners and thank
all those who submitted entries this year. So who won what, I hear you
ask? The award winners in the respective categories were as follows:
Category A – Public / Health / Education / Leisure
Commendation – HFM for Alford Community Campus.
Joint Winners – Brown + Brown Architects for Portsoy Boatbuilding
Centre; BMJ Architects for the Rocking Horse Nursery.
Category C – Residential – Single Dwellings / Extensions
Winner – MAC Architects for Westwood Villa, Stoneywood.
Category E – Conservation & Environmental Regeneration
Winner – David Chouman Architect for The Old Clocktower.
ASA Supreme Award 2016
Winner – MAC Architects for Westwood Villa, Stoneywood.
On behalf of the ASA I would like to thank all sponsors involved,
particularly the event’s main sponsor, McLeod + Aitken for their
continued support, Hutcheon Services for their sponsorship of our
drinks reception and the individual Design Award Sponsors TUV SUD
Wallace Whittle, Ledingham Chalmers, Johnstone’s Paint, Anderson
Construction, Kelvin Lighting and Savills.
We had lots of adventures en route to this year’s Dinner with new
skills being acquired along the way from filmmaking to laser cutting.
Laser cutting was one that stands out as an afternoon well spent at the
Peacock Visual Arts Digi Fabrication Studio with Manager Iain Gildea.
Richard Slater (Architect at Michael Gilmour Associates) and I went to
make the acrylic piece that became the ASA Supreme Award 2016. In
the past we have always used certificates for ASA awards so this year
we thought we’d add something more artistic to the mix. To be honest
the machine did most of the work but it was nonetheless fascinating.
We’re hoping to organise an ASA workshop at the Peacock Visual Arts
Centre later this year.
In the meantime we have had lots of exciting events, including a
site visit to Aberdeen Art Gallery which is currently undergoing major
refurbishment works, the launch event for the ASA FOA 2016 and a
CPD afternoon. To find out more about these and all future events

from top (left-right)
Westwood Villa Stoneywood by MAC Architects; The Old Clocktower by David Chouman Architect; Rocking Horse Nursery by BMJ Architects; Portsoy Boatbuilding Centre by Brown+Brown
Architects; Category A Winner 1 – Andrew Brown, Brown+Brown Architects collecting award
from Andy Forbes, TUV SUD Wallace Whittle; Category A Winner 2 – Mark Austin, BMJ Architects
collecting award from Andy Forbes,TUV SUD Wallace Whittle; Category C Winner + ASA Supreme
Award 2016 Blair Milne, MAC Architects collecting award from Simpson Buglass, Savills; Category
E Winner David Chouman Architect collecting award from Lee Ellis, Kelvin Lighting

please visit our website at www.aberdeenarchitects.org follow us on
Twitter @AberdeenSA and like our Facebook page _Aberdeen Society
of Architects. Until next time thank you.
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Dundee
The start of this year has flown by as we have been preparing for the
Festival of Architecture 2016 as well as the latest edition of DIAlogue.
At the end of 2015 DIA again provided support for a group
project for 3rd year students in the University of Dundee’s School
of Architecture. The brief this year was to design a vertical structure
to complete Logie & St John’s (Cross) Church just off Perth Road in
Dundee (the original designs for the church had included a tower
which was never built). Judging was an extremely difficult task for
myself, Joe Narsapur RIAS and the Minister of the church, David Gray,
with two teams being declared joint winners and being awarded cash
prizes just in time for Christmas. The winning teams were: Team 3:
Dino Cambanos, Georgios Chatzikomnou, Paola Denton and Adam
Lancaster-Bartle and Team 10: Georgia Burghardt-Scriven, Katarina
Partikova, Erika Varha and Bowen Wang. All students’ designs were
included in an exhibition at the church at the start of February – well
done to all who took part.
Our evening CPD sessions have continued at Taypark House with
representatives of Scottish Natural Heritage and the ARB Professional
Conduct Committee coming to speak to us as well as a very
entertaining session on Growth Mindset which included members
struggling to draw straight lines due to only being able to look at their
pen and paper through a mirror! We have also heard about recent and
current projects being undertaken by Fife Council Property Services, a
presentation on Montgomery Forgan Associates’ DIA commendation
winning new dwelling and Jonathan Reeve from the Voigt Partnership
talking about a house he was involved in the building of in Africa. Joint
CPD seminars with Dundee City Council have also continued – look
out for a new programme shortly.

© Joe Narsapur RIAS on behalf of DIA

The main DIA focus on events as part of the Festival of
Architecture 2016 will be in October when we will have a touring
crazy golf course with holes designed by Chapter practices, ‘Spaghetti
Racecycle’ with teams of school pupils creating an elaborate tangle of
drainage components to transport water from one side of Dundee’s
City Square to the other, a trail of projections around Dundee City
Centre and the launch of a new publication celebrating 20 years of
architecture across the chapter area, amongst others. Keep an eye out
in the usual places for further information and also for requests for
help – please do get involved if you can.
However our first event, working with local freelance theatre
producer Claire Dow, is the construction of a gigantic cardboard
version of Dundee’s Royal Arch on its original site in what is now

over the weekend before the arch is demolished on Sunday 29th May.
There are also public workshops to assemble the cardboard building
blocks in the week running up to the event. Partial funding has already
been secured from various funding bodies and local organisations but
there is also a crowdfunding campaign. There were various perks for
different levels of funding with the aim of raising £2,270 the same sum
as was raised for the original stone arch through public subscription.

named Slessor Gardens. This will be designed by French artist Olivier
Grossetete, as part of his People’s Tower series which have been
constructed all over the world. The arch will be constructed by the
public on Saturday 28th May, with various linked activities taking place

Christine Palmer RIAS
President DIA
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Edinburgh

Victoria Street

Portrait Gallery

St Monans

© Instagrammer @ediprivatehire

© Instagrammer @ashleyarr

© Instagrammer @howden_j

Normally this time of year sees us busy with the EAA awards;

architecture has to people in daily life. This is shown well by the

collecting entries and arranging judges, judging and the awards venue.

photography exhibition which, focussing on opportunistic type

This year, the year of the Festival of Architecture, the awards are but

photography taken with phone cameras, has led to an inspiring

a small part of the workload, with a long list of events to arrange and

selection of images. Judging has been challenging!

coordinate for the month of May.
May 13th and 14th has the RIAS Centenary Convention in

This theme has steered the event selection and the shaping of
the events and we hope that this comes across in May. Look out for

Edinburgh and the EAA is also running a series of architectural films

promotional features and advertising for these events, as posters and

at the Filmhouse on Lothian Road; holding two special showings of

flyers.

films outdoors at the City Chambers quad on the 7th and 8th of May;

We hope you can join us and even better, help us! Get in touch

workshops on the architecture of the city for school children during

with the EAA office or with me, Donald Canavan, if you would

the week and for families at weekends at the City Art Centre; an

like to join the many who are already helping brilliantly with the

exhibition of ‘Unbuilt Edinburgh’ at A+DS offices off the Royal Mile;

arrangements, the ideas, the costs etc.

an ongoing and well supported Instagram photography competition

At our monthly meetings we have also been discussing our

(#eaainspiringspaces – if you would like to submit an entry!) with a

continued involvement with the Edinburgh Urban Design panel

final exhibition in the Scottish Storytelling Centre; an exhibition of

and the role of the various bodies in helping to advise over future

the previous award winning projects under the EAA Annual Awards

development of the City of Edinburgh Council area. EAA is unusual in

Scheme; leaflets with architectural walks and cycles around Edinburgh

that it provides three architects to sit on the panel, on a rotating basis,

and its hinterland and a craft skills exhibition, bringing together

in contrast to the normal one. The involvement of the EAA is valued

something of the amazing range of specialist crafts available from

by us and we hope to help the City Council and the wider population

Craftspeople around the Chapter area into an exhibition of their

in managing development control and the future development of the

products and a video of their operations, in Gayfield Creative Spaces

Edinburgh area.

from 12th – 25th May.
To round off the month, on Sunday the 29th, we have a high

Finally we hope that you are all looking forward to the Centenary
celebrations and the 2016 Festival of Architecture as much as we are.

profile cast of speakers assembling in the Royal High School, chaired

It promises to be an inspiring event which will, we hope, bring much of

by Lesley Riddoch, to debate the dilemma of creative urban design

the intrigue and mystery of architecture closer to many people.

amongst Edinburgh’s traditional architectural legacy. The public are
invited and will be encouraged to contribute.
An underlying theme of the Festival has been to ‘democratise’
architecture; to bring it to street level and to explore the relevance

Donald Canavan RIAS
President EAA
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Glasgow
It has been suggested that good things come to those who wait but
it is also a well-known truth that all good things must come to an end.
I start with these two clichés because as a very enjoyable two years
as GIA President draws to a close the excitement and anticipation is
building for the start of our Festival of Architecture.
Twelve months ago my Quarterly report promised that the GIA
would deliver a fun and engaging programme of events to mark
the occasion. One year on I am proud to report that the hard work,
commitment and creativity of our 2016 Festival committee has
delivered on my commitment.
The Festival of Architecture has provided the GIA with the
opportunity to plan a diverse programme of events across the Chapter
area which will develop ongoing engagement with our members
and the wider public. Individually each project has been produced
to initiate a critical dialogue about architects and architecture in 2016

Architect Ales

informed by a critique of our past achievements, recording of our built

© Colin Raeburn

environment in 2016 and imagining our future possibilities.

All Labels_Black.pdf
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ARC HITECT IPA

1. [Re}Imagining] Glasgow
A short film produced in collaboration with Chris Leslie looking at

uses previously unseen footage shot by Marzaroli for an uncompleted
follow-up film, Glasgow’s Progress, alongside new footage of Glasgow

M

Y

CM

28

film playfully reworks Oscar Marzaroli’s 1970 film Glasgow 1980 and

C

ROBERT ADAM

MY

1

how Glasgow has been torn down, reimagined and transformed. The

CY

CMY

K

today.
#ARCHITECTIPA

5.0% Vol

2. Architect IPA

No.1

500ml

Produced in collaboration with Drygate and Graphical House,
the Architect IPA is a limited edition Festival ale celebrating six of
Glasgow’s most notable architects of the past each of whom has

6. Glasgow Model City

inspired the Architect IPA labels and wraps.

Glasgow: Model City is an exhibition of three dimensional
representations of the city. The centrepiece of the exhibition is the

3. 37 Years

large wooden physical model Glasgow city centre once used by the

A pop-up exhibition which celebrates 37 years of Architecture Design

Glasgow City Council Planning Department before being put into

Awards (1979-2015) awarded by the GIA. The exhibition will be sited in

storage.

three different railway stations for two weeks in each location.
Please check our website and social media for project updates
4. Talking Buildings
100 GIA Award winning buildings literally talk back, but can you find

throughout the Festival.
Delivering an engaging but meaningful programme for the 2016

them all? A map showing the locations of all 100 buildings will be

Festival has been the focus throughout my time as President and it is a

available during the Festival, both in print and to download.

credit to the energy and enthusiasm of everyone on GIA Council that
we have achieved this whilst continuing the usual annual calendar of

5. Eolas

events. I would therefore like to thank everyone who has supported

Ask a question. Start a conversation. Encourage collaboration. Eolas

me over the last two years and wish my successor, Tim Gray, every

pavilion aims to create a dialogue with a community on themes of

success in the role.

architecture in 2016. A trailer provides the means of mobility which
allows the pavilion to travel the length of the Chapter from Dumfries
to the Isle of Coll.

Michael Dougall FRIAS
President GIA
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Inverness

House by Loch Dughaill, on the Achnasheen – Lochcarron Road
© Markus Photography

Winner of the Innovation in Wood Competition, sponsored
by The Forestry Commission, Iain Livesley
© Andrew Tognarelli

It is a year since I became Chapter President. As some may recall,

Frozen Music: our photographic and video event throughout the

my “ticket” was based around many aspects currently concerning

Highlands and Islands, inviting participants to submit images or

architects.

video illustrating a response to architecture on landscape / seascape;

My background as a small practitioner concentrated thoughts

or, conversely, how architecture has responded to the landscape/

around general practice and the growing number of “accreditations”

seascape. The online photographic competition will be launched in

being offered. Controversial? I became an architect to embrace all

May 2016. This one will tour the Highlands and Islands.

aspects of architecture through general practice. In my view, that
produces a well-rounded skillset and experiences which prepare us to

Caledonian Journey: an architectural journey along the Caledonian

produce quality architecture. The debate continues!

Canal on board a customised barge. This will involve an ever changing

Procurement has been an ongoing thorn to practices but

display around the theme of “architecture in a bottle” which will

particularly harmful to those based in remote and rural locations –

interact with the landscape and architecture it passes through,

often the case in the Highlands and Islands. Willie Watt PRIAS, I know,

engaging with the public along the way.

continues the fight to influence the “powers that be”. Meanwhile, I
have used every opportunity and spoken to anyone who will listen,

North Coast 500 Architectural Gazetteer: our most developed

regarding this matter. Not giving up!

project and one which has involved many Chapter members in

My approach has also been to ensure that the Chapter
represents the whole of the Highlands and Islands. Two polls have

contributions. We have already had requests from the public and it
hasn’t yet gone to the printers! A good omen.

now taken place. Our Chapter poll, from those who participated,
gave unequivocal support to change of name and logo. I feel such

Outwith core projects and those organised nationally, we are

change would be more representative of our geography and promote

encouraging individual areas to participate. A good example is that

inclusivity. Branding and marketing opportunities would surely follow.

from the Outer Hebrides, where the local group has developed

Towards our goal of representation, the Chapter Council visited

a project for all, to learn and engage with their built environment

Fort William last year, followed by a successful Skye Convention.

through workshops, illuminations, art and photography. We are also

Hopefully, we can continue to meet Chapter members throughout the

busily trying to identify speakers for our Convention at Eden Court

Highlands and Islands during the forthcoming year. This is essential to

in November, in addition to Kengo Kuma, the illustrious Japanese

gain feedback to reflect the whole membership.

architect. All suggestions welcomed.

Dominating all things, has been preparations for the Festival.
These are well developed, largely down to individuals such as Andy
Bruce, Catriona Hill, Peter McIllhenny and our Festival Co-ordinator,
Sharon Green. So where are we?
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Stirling
As President I always seem to find that the writing of these articles
comes around sooner than expected. Perhaps this is the sign of a
busy year as time does pass quickly when you are busy on all fronts.
Already we are a quarter of the way through 2016 and the hard work
by both RIAS HQ and our sister Chapters in the run up to the planned
events for the Festival of Architecture has been relentless.
I can’t commend the other Chapter Presidents and their teams
highly enough given the time, effort and endeavour that has gone
in to each Chapter’s work thus far, the majority of which has been
undertaken on a volunteering basis and in personal time. I would
strongly urge all members, regardless of Chapter, to fully support the
activities as much as they can throughout the year. Each Chapter’s
Festival teams are a credit to their members and I hope they all get the
recognition they deserve later in the year.
With regards to my own Chapter, I am delighted with the progress
we have made in our own Festival event. Our event focuses on the
development of cube based follies to be designed by teams formed
of Chapter architects and local students, community members etc.
Within the maximum dimensions of 2.4m x 2.4m x 2.4m, each team
has to design and construct an ‘object’ to occupy a chosen site for
a number of weeks in June 2016 across the Chapter area. This may
take on a cube form to the maximum dimensions or be made up of
smaller objects which add up to the maximum dimensions – e.g two
objects 1.2m high with width and length of 2.4m. The objects may take
on any shape within the maximum notional dimensions. The objects
must have a designed response to both the social and contextual
environment in which they are to sit. Interaction and materiality should
be fully considered at the design stage to be as engaging and as
thought provoking as possible.

Festival of Architecture design workshop

The teams recently had their first design workshop at The Forth

© SSA

Valley College Falkirk campus and I think it is safe to say that there
was a great buzz and energy about the event. It was great to take
part in the discussions with the students and architects of various
backgrounds and I think this is a great symbol of what the Festival
should be about. Stuart Taylor at Forth Valley College has been a

Chapter members and the wider public can engage with the Chapter

fantastic support in assisting the Chapter with the event and we hope

as much as possible over the year, either through the social media or

that Stuart can build on the links established with the Chapter in the

at our events.

coming years. We have also had fantastic support from the various

Our AGM is next up on the calendar and I hope to see as many

local authorities and community trusts within the Chapter and will be

Chapter members at this as possible. Chapter council needs new faces

looking to build on this as we lead up to June.

and I would love to hear from anyone keen to get involved in either the

To coordinate and document our progress we have revamped our

Chapter council or indeed with the Chapter’s efforts for the Festival.

website – www.s-s-a.co.uk as well as having this syndicated with our
social media sites on Twitter, Facebook and our new Instagram site –
@stirlingsocietyofarchitects. The appropriate hashtags to be used on
anything and everything Chapter / Festival related! I sincerely hope that

Ryan Marshall RIAS
President SSA
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As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...

...HOW DO I GET

THROUGH THE FIRE
SAFETY MAZE?
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SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life
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Chartered Architect
Report on March 2016 Council

President’s Diary

Council adopted the Management Accounts

january

Nominations are sought for four

up to the end of December 2015, showing

Nationally Elected Members to RIAS Council

a contribution of £80,000 to the Festival of

for session 2016-2019.

Architecture and a revised positive out-

a 60% vote by 50% of IAA members should

budget for 2016, indicating a net deficit of

lead to a change in name. A total of 82

£52,949 (this sum arises from projected

votes were cast (70 agreed with a change,

Festival expenditure and is covered by the

12 disagreed). 82 votes represents 38% of

contingency of £100,000 agreed by Council in

eligible IAA members so the vote was short

December 2013).

of the required 50% and does not meet the

with 10 deaths, 3 removals, 10 resignations,
19 transfers to Retired, 12 reinstatements,

Council agreed that, given the number of

84 elections to Student Membership, 27

events which are planned for May and June

elections to Membership, 3 nominations to

this year, May’s President’s Policy Committee

Fellowship and 3 nominations to Honorary

and June’s Council meeting should be

Fellowship. Membership numbers are now

undertaken as an email exercise – updating

over 4900, the highest they’ve ever been.

budgets and pursuing matters which are time

Charlene Rankin, the RIAS’ Membership

critical.

Manager was warmly commended for her
continuing endeavours.
Council discussed and agreed a three
point RIAS manifesto to prospective MSPs.

Council agreed to the Incorporation being
Scotland to prospective MSPs.
Members have raised concerns about
difficulties they are experiencing in dealing

in architectural education and agreed to

with Scottish Water. RIAS Council agreed to

research the matter further and raise with

vigorously pursue these issues. Over the last

Government. After concerns were raised

two years the RIAS has been excluded, more

about the severe lack of conservation

than once from policy consultations being

knowledge, education and structures

pursued by BSD. A letter from RIAS Practice

for ensuring the care and preservation

Committee was sent to BSD.
Specific concerns were raised with

European states, Council supported the

regard to Scotland’s participation in the

continued exploration of the issue through

Venice Architecture Biennale and the lack

the Conservation Committee.

of involvement of the Incorporation. The

Council invited the Practice Committee
to invite comments and information from
members about access to site by pregnant

Secretary was requested to raise the matter
at high level in Government.
Council noted the Incorporation’s media

staff to establish if this issue is prevalent and

log, with around 243 significant articles/

to see if members consider that there is an

interviews since December.

equalities issue that the RIAS should raise.
Council noted the report to the Scottish
Government’s Planning Review provided by
Hugh Crawford FRIAS.
Council supported President Willie

Construction Scotland Procurement
Implementation Group / Glasgow

21

Festival of Architecture presentation to
Dundee Civic Trust / Dundee

22

Meet Anna Day Director of Dundee
City of Design regarding International
Design Festival / Dundee

26

RIBA Five Presidents Meeting / Cardiff

28

RIAS Winter Fellows Reception /
Edinburgh

february
11

Construction Scotland Procurement
Implementation Group / Edinburgh

23

Key Influencers Dinner with Barry
White (SFT) regards procurement /

a co-signatory on a letter from Homes for

Council also discussed the shortage of Scots

of heritage buildings throughout other

Dundee
14

criteria agreed with the IAA representatives
on Council.

Meeting Jeremy Smart (Scottish
Government) regarding procurement /

In December 2015, Council agreed that

turn of £2,885. Council adopted the draft

The Membership Report was noted,

08

Edinburgh
26

Aberdeen Institute of Architects
Awards Dinner / Aberdeen

march
02

RIAS President’s Policy Committee /
Edinburgh

02

Festival of Architecture Chapter
Committee / Edinburgh

03

RIAS and RIBA Awards Shortlisting
meeting / Edinburgh

03

Consular Reception / Edinburgh Castle

04

Institute of Civil Engineers Webinar on
procurement

10

RICS Conference / Edinburgh

10

RIAS Reception for RIBA / Edinburgh

10

RIBA Dinner / Edinburgh

11

RIBA Council / Edinburgh

16

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

16

RIAS Fellows Dinner / Glasgow

17

Festival of Architecture talk at Gray
Gardens, Dundee Contemporary Arts /
Dundee

Watt’s position on the alleged Garden Bridge
procurement irregularities and agreed to
lend its support to Jane Duncan PRIBA in
vigorously pursuing these issues.

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office
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Chartered Architect
Membership Report
The following deaths were
reported with regret:

John MacDonald rias

Maria Bialek

Kai Keung Lee

Graeme Peter Maguire rias

Josh Black

Brooke Lemon

Forbes Rowan-Spence Marr

Willem Boomgaard

Amelia Lepkowska

rias

Celia Brearley

Ross Lobban

Robin D Purves rias

Caillin Broatch

Fergus Low

George Robinson Kennedy

Mhairi Burnett

Scully Lynch

rias

Joshua Burnett

Alice Louise Marshall

Robert William Kirkland

Alessia Cacopardo

Megan McCulloch

Dennis Alexander Forder rias

Menzies rias

Edwar Calderon

Christopher McGowan

Gareth Hoskins obe frias riba

Lesley Elizabeth Robertson

Rebecca Miller

Douglas Philip Jarvie Laird frias

rias

Elie Carroll

James Guy Lindsay Pate frias

William Smith rias

Jack Carruthers

Ryan Miller

William Charles Tait rias

Gregor McLennan Stark rias

Lucy Cassels

Caitlin Mitchell

Robert Jacks Thomson rias

Geoffrey Alan Taplin rias

Kwok-Keung Cheung

Lama Fouad Mohamed Fawzy

Anthony Curtis Wolffe mbe frias

Said

Robert Harvey Young rias

Christopher Coleman
Ami Coulter

Janika Niemela

Jessica Coxon

Fatima Noureddine

Bilyana Dacheva

Katarzyna Nowak

Sarah Dempsey

Nikitas Papadopoulos

Liam Docherty

Evgenia Povlia

Ovidiu Dubcanici

Tashiya Ravishanker

Elena Espino

Adrianna Anna Rembiasz

Katie Forbes

Sarah Russell

Kirstin Sikkenberg Forsyth

Luke Secmezsoy-Dunn

Alison Gacutan

Theibo Sedisa

Christie Gaffney

Joseph Shaw

Matthew Gaffney

Rachel Smith

Rikki Geddes

Robert Sondergaard

Bernard Vincent Kenneth 'Ken'
Cottier frias
Peter Geoffrey Daniel frias
Sir Peter Maxwell Davies hon
frias

Resignations reported:
Graeme Armet
Andrew Mark Cavanagh
Stuart Kelso Duncan
Edward John Dymock
Simon Ross Fisher
Michael Friel
Simon Longland

Reinstatements to full
Membership:
Irene Annie Barkley rias riba
Ian Forbes rias riba
Ian Flett rias
James M Hair rias
Kieron Lynch rias riba

Stuart Kelso Mackellar

Gillies Iain MacPhail rias

Colin Thomas McNair

Marcelo Dominguez rias riba

Barbara Seel

Reiner Nowak rias riba
Christopher Paul Ravenscroft

Removals reported:

rias riba

Adelaide Gilmour

Alexandra Stanoeva

James Tait rias riba

Tristan Gougan

Elena Stefanova

Gregor Holstead

Alice S Turpie rias riba

Antony Graham

Fraser Stewart

Philippe Cho Fun Young rias

Delia Gutierrez

Meilin Su

riba

Daniel James Higgins

Athia Syed

Andrew Holdstock

Andrea Valentini

Maizatul Hussain

Ilona Valentukeviciute

Rebecca Irving

Scott Whorlow

Agne Jagelaite

Dhamintha Wickremasinghe

Katarzyna Kaczmarczyk

Helen Willey

Brian Russell Kirk
Derek Graham McKerlich-Young

Transfers to Retired
Membership approved:
David John Bentley rias
Alexander John Carnegie rias
Rebecca L Child rias
David John Fisher rias
Philip Alexander Galashan rias

Elections to Affiliate
Membership:
Predrag Stojicevic

Elections to Student
Membership:

Brian Charles Hammond rias

Aleena Alam

John Keddie rias

Chris Antoniou

Donald Robertson MacDonald

Heather Baird

rias

Nassim Belgroune
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Eugenia Kakli
Russell Kearsey
Daniel Kelly
Veera Kivela
Martin Kos
Beth Kytzia
Hugh Leahy

Elections to Membership:
Dario Alonzi rias riba
Daniel Bär rias
Nicola Bird rias
Alexander Colin Deans rias
riba
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Aberdeen

Dundee

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Inverness

Stirling

Outwith

Sean Douglas rias riba

Chi Fai Ho rias riba

Maurizio Mucciola rias riba

Andrea Mariana Stewart rias

Craig James Dunn rias riba

Laura James rias riba

Sarah Mullin rias riba

riba

Matthew Martin Fair rias riba

Andrew Hans Stanley Jess rias

Sarah Alison Potter rias riba

David Sutton rias riba

Siobhain Forde rias

riba

Alan Robertson rias riba

Jonathan Thomas rias riba

Qiang Gao rias riba

Kathryn Lee rias riba

Peter J Smith rias

Sam G Wilson rias riba

Kristi Margaret Greer rias riba

Ruth Joanna Marsh rias riba

Maria Teresa Vasquez Sotoca

Mark Hadfield rias riba

Ryan Peter McMonagle rias

rias riba

Charlene Rankin

riba

Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy
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Nine times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH
DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION
Specialists in Microscopy Paint Analysis
Conservation and Restoration

‘Taymouth Castle, Kenmore’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’ ‘The Assembly Room’s, Edinburgh’

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

SCOTTISH SOCIETY
ARCHITECT-ARTISTS
by ANNA MALIKOWSKA

Leading Door
Specialists

Painting:

“GUEST”

A Vital Art

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228

Manufacturers of:

All RIAS members and guests are cordially
invited to join us at our Preview

WEDNESDAY 6th APRIL 6-8pm

THE SCOTTISH ARTS CLUB

Timber doors and door sets • Stairs • Furniture • Counters
Mouldings • Wall panels / skirtings / architraves

ecossedoors

24 RUTLAND SQUARE, EDINBURGH EH1 2BW

4 MacDowall Street, Paisley PA3 2NB • 0141 840 2266
sales@ecossedoors.co.uk • www.ecossedoors.co.uk

OPEN to PUBLIC: 6th-30th APRIL; TUES-SAT 11-5pm
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Honorary Fellowships
Alan Jones PPRSUA Hon FRIAS
Alan Jones is a chartered architect who has
been practising for over twenty years. His
teaching interests at Queen’s University
Belfast focus on maximising the opportunity
for students to realise their aspirations
and potential. He has composed and
delivered numerous papers at international
conferences on architectural knowledge
exchange and education and the relationship
with government, the construction industry
and research.
Alan is co-author of the current RIBA
and ARB criteria for validation/prescription,
a long-standing member of RIBA Education
committee (since 2000) and RIBA validation
committee and the Architects Council for
Europe Education Working Group (since
2004). He has been a member of the RIBA
Visiting Board for many years, chairing
boards within the UK and overseas and
assists in training of new board members.
He was President of the Royal Society of
Ulster Architects and is now Vice President
Education on the RIBA.
Alan has been a judge on a number of
architectural design awards and education
awards – including Civic Trust Awards, RIBA
Awards, the RIAS Andrew Doolan prize and
the RIAS Education Awards. He is an expert
advisor on design to the Ministerial Advisory
Group, Department of Culture, Arts and
Leisure. He is a loyal and supportive friend of
the Incorporation.

Alan Jones is awarded the
Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to
architectural education.

© Malcolm Cochrane

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Honorary Fellowships
Professor Sean Smith Hon FRIAS
and quality of life”. During 2009-13 he was
principal investigator of the Low Carbon
Building Technologies Gateway.
In 2010 Sean was appointed as
Director of the Institute for Sustainable
Construction and continues to lead many
national and international research and
knowledge transfer projects. During his
period at Edinburgh Napier University he has
undertaken over 400 research, knowledge
transfer and expert services contracts.
In 2012 he was principal investigator
for the Scottish Government’s “review into
offsite construction”. He has given evidence
to various parliamentary committees on low
carbon economy and construction.
He currently serves on the 2020 Climate
Working Groups for “Built Environment” and
“Energy, Infrastructure and Innovation” and is
a founding member of the Edinburgh Centre
for Carbon Innovation (ECCI). He led the
eleven universities partnership with industry
to establish the £7.5 million Construction
Scotland Innovation Centre in 2014.
Sean is co-author of five patents
involving 16 innovative product solutions for
acoustic, thermal and structural performance
within buildings, which are manufactured
in the UK and licensed to multinational
companies including ITW-Cullen and
Icopal. He is currently the Director of ISC,
encompassing eight research centres,
involving over 50 expert staff. He has also
© Malcolm Cochrane

continuously supported the endeavours of
the Royal Incorporation – on many fronts.

Professor Sean Smith first qualified in

Academic Fellow for five years. During 2007-

Building Economics and Quantity Surveying.

08 he served as interim Associate Dean for

He was awarded his Ph.D. from Heriot-Watt

Knowledge Transfer and Commercialisation.

University in 1997. His research was funded

In 2008 he was appointed as Professor of

by the Engineering and Physical Sciences

Construction Innovation.

Research Council and the Defence Evaluation
Research Agency.
He was an invited post doctoral

Sean has worked extensively abroad
as an invited guest scientist in government
research institutes in Canada, Italy and

researcher at the Italian government research

Germany. He has undertaken numerous

laboratories in 1998 and for the German

major research projects. In 2009 Sean’s

government in 1999. He joined Napier

research team were awarded the Queen’s

University’s Building Performance Centre

Anniversary Prize for “innovative housing

in 2001 and was a Research Council UK

construction for environmental benefit
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Sean Smith is awarded the
Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to quality
and sustainability in the built
environment.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Obituaries
Bernard (Ken) Cottier FRIAS
14 October 1925 to 25 October 2015
Starting under James Dunbar-Nasmith, his
predecessor as EAA President, and chaired
by John Reid, a team of over 200 architects,
surveyors, engineers, photographers and
others carried out a survey of the external
fabric of some 5,000 properties in the New
Town area, over a period of almost two years
on behalf of the Civic Trust for Scotland. A
conference committee was formed under
the chairmanship of Sir Robert Matthew.
The report on the property survey played an
essential role in decisions taken at the major
New Town conference in Edinburgh on 6th
June 1970.
At a reception organised by the EAA
at Hopetoun House on 13th July 1970, Ken
presented Sir Robert with a tapestry by Sax
Shaw in appreciation of his work towards the
care of the New Town and the honour he had
brought to Scotland with the award of the
Past President of the Edinburgh

Research Unit, after which he returned to

Architectural Association (EAA) Ken Cottier

Midlothian and became Principal Assistant

died last October, shortly after celebrating

Architect in 1958. He was subsequently

his 90th birthday. Born in Stoke-on-Trent,

appointed Depute City Architect for

Staffordshire in 1925, Ken started his

Education in Edinburgh in 1963 and

architectural training at Burslem School of

Midlothian County Architect in 1964.

Art in 1944. He was subsequently awarded

Ken’s work over these years covered

an Andrew Grant Scholarship to Edinburgh

substantial education, housing, social work,

College of Art.

industry and police building programmes. He

After National Service with the Royal

was involved in planning the amalgamation

Engineers at the Survey Training Centre,

of the separate authorities of Edinburgh,

Longleat, Ken returned to the College and

Midlothian, East and West Lothian into

qualified in 1952. During the course he was

Lothian Region in 1975. He became the first

awarded a scholarship for the study of

Director of Architecture from that date with

Swedish architecture in 1949 and served as

the responsibility for all main local authority

an Edinburgh representative on the British

building works (except for housing) up to his

School at Rome Archaeological survey of

retirement in 1982.

Leptis Magna in Tripoli.
Ken was awarded an Honourable

Ken would often recall his period as
EAA President and how it helped him “more
readily understand the relationship between
the professions and the isolated position the
architect can often find himself in due to his
conflicting responsibilities.”
A modest and unassuming family man,
Ken retired to Dunkeld and the pleasures of
rural Perthshire.

Ken was President of the EAA from 1969
– 1971 and Governor of Edinburgh College

Mention in the RIAS Rowand Anderson prize

of Art from 1968 to 1970. He also served

in 1952. After gaining first place in his diploma

as Chairman of The Scottish Country, City

examination, he was awarded an RIAS

and Burgh Architects Joint Association and

Andrew Grant Travelling Scholarship to study

was Chairman of the RIAS Committee on

in Scandinavia.

Reorganisation of Local Government in 1975.

After leaving college, Ken became

Ken was particularly proud of the

an assistant architect with Midlothian

important part the EAA played in the

County Council and then a member of the

conservation of Georgian Edinburgh.

Department of Health for Scotland Housing

RIBA Gold Medal.

Adapted from material supplied to the EAA
by Ken himself
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Obituaries
Peter Daniel FRIAS
6 November 1924 to 30 November 2015
as his home and design retreat, moved
to Wedderburn Castle, in the Scottish
Borders. He established a private landscape
consultancy practice, supporting some of the
UKs leading multi-discipline practices. He also
taught in Edinburgh University’s Landscape
Architecture School as a senior design tutor
for several decades.
In 1962, Peter hosted the landmark
National Landscape Policy for Scotland
Conference at Cambusnethan. At the
National Trust for Scotland’s 50th anniversary
Conference in Perth. Peter was the main
Speaker on Managing Change in the Scottish
Landscape. He was awarded the Lifetime
Achievement Award by the Landscape
Institute, Scotland.
Peter was a truly gifted man, a visionary
of courage whose warmth and generous
hospitality were legendary. His enthusiasm
After leaving King William’s College (Isle of

Clyde valley on the invitation of his sponsor

Man) in 1942, Peter Daniel joined the Royal

Jack Loudon, one of Scotland’s most inspired

Navy Voluntary Reserve and served in the

builder/developers. His first commission

North Atlantic and Pacific. In 2013 his wartime

was for a new community to be built in the

experience caught up with him and he was

grounds of the ancient Bothwell Castle.

awarded the Arctic Star. After the war, Daniel

Attracted by Scotland’s, then four,

qualified in Architecture, Civic Design and

new towns, Peter found himself in the

Town Planning at Liverpool University. He

inspired company of like-minded designer

then qualified in Landscape Architecture one

planners, each driven by what was a period

year later. He combined consummate design

of boundless opportunity for new ideas

understanding within a personal philosophy

and innovation. This led to him being

in which landscape priorities prevailed.

invited in 1963 to join Livingston New Town

In 1955, he joined the Peterlee New Town

Corporation to lead the development and

Corporation and established a multidiscipline

master planning and implementation for

design group that included the artist Victor

Scotland’s fifth new town, as Chief Architect

Pasmore.

Planner.

Peter rose within six years to become

and incorporating the parklands and historic

Durham coalfield of deep mines and spoil

landscape of Houston House, Peter ensured

heaps, the immense challenge was to create

that Livingston would be a town dominated

a landscape structure for each of the planned

by its given and planned new landscapes with

new communities.

extensive networks of walkways and cycle

students he tutored. He made seminal
contributions to Peterlee and Livingston
New Towns, Londonderry and Craigavon in
Northern Ireland, innumerable landscape
projects in the Borders as well as to British
Landscape Architecture where his legacy
continues to grow.

ways.

principles of civic and landscape design for

Having completed the Development

Peterlee, Peter then moved to Scotland with

Plan and its initial housing, industrial estates

his wife Helen and young family, where he set

and town centre over a three year period,

up practice at Cambusnethan Priory in the

Peter, having occupied Borthwick Castle
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to the countless landscape and architectural

Set in the valley of the River Almond

the Deputy Chief Architect Planner. In the

Having secured the fundamental

and deep perceptions were truly inspiring

Contributed by William J Cairns, Fellow of
the Landscape Institute
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Gareth Hoskins OBE FRIAS

© Malcolm Cochrane

15 April 1967 to 9 January 2016
In 1998 he returned to Scotland to

were borne with characteristic good humour.

establish Gareth Hoskins Architects, later

For a man of such great sensitivity nomatter

modified to Hoskins Architects upon the

how brave a face he presented, this would

opening of a second office in Berlin in 2014.

surely have been a strain.

Gareth achieved a series of personal and

Architecture was Gareth’s passion but,

architectural awards, including Young Architect

he imposed the same exacting standards

of the Year in 2000, UK Architect of the Year

and demand for excellence on himself in

in 2006 and Scottish Architect of the Year

everything he did. He was an accomplished

in 2009. He was awarded the Fellowship

amateur fencer. Sadly it was during a fencing

of The Royal Incorporation of Architects in

tournament in Edinburgh that he suffered a

Scotland in 2008 and became a Royal Scottish

heart attack, from which he subsequently died.

Academician in 2009. From 2006 to 2010 he

There was much reflection after

was the Scottish Government’s healthcare

Gareth’s death about his relative youth and

design champion. He was awarded an OBE for

the promise of his career. He had already

his services to architecture in 2010.

achieved more than many others manage

Virtually every project which came out

in much longer lifetimes. He was driven,

Gareth Hoskins, who died on the 9th

of the Hoskins atelier won awards. From his

determined and a very skilful negotiator

January 2016 at the age of 48, was one of the

earliest projects, including the Mackintosh

in business. He was also an individual of

most accomplished Scottish architects of his

Gallery at the Lighthouse, via the V&A

great creative talent, integrity, humanity and

generation. In his work in Scotland, in London

Architecture for All Gallery in 2004, the

personal charisma. All of that is embodied

and in several European cities, the lessons

visitor centre at Culloden and more recently

in his architecture which forms an important

of functionalist modernism were moderated

his 2011 RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building

legacy for the Scotland he loved.

by Gareth’s sensitivity and care for the users

in Scotland Award-winning redevelopment

of his buildings. His was an architecture of

of the National Museum of Scotland,

has lost an architect who, given a little more

consummate humanity.

a particularly strong strand of arts and

time, might well have achieved recognition

exhibition buildings emerged.

as an international master – he had the talent

Born in Edinburgh in April 1967. Gareth
attended George Watson’s College. It was

A further specialisation was multi-

In Gareth Hoskins’ passing, Scotland

for it and he certainly worked hard enough.

there and through working during the

purpose, cultural buildings including the

Gareth’s wife Sarah and his two children have

summer months with Michael Laird Architects

Bridge Centre at Easterhouse and Mareel

lost a loving and inspiring husband and father,

that his passion for architecture grew. His

on Shetland. At the time of his death, this

Scotland and architecture are the lesser for

architectural training was at the Mackintosh

experience was being applied to an increasing

his passing.

School in the 1980s, towards the end of

international workload in Berlin, Munich

Professor Andy MacMillan’s great reign

and Vienna. He was also working on a new

as Head of School there. He also won an

headquarters for the National Theatre of

Erasmus Scholarship to study in Florence.

Scotland at Speirs Wharf, Glasgow and

Gareth was a steady but attentive

continuing to work on the National Museum

student. Though he did show flashes of

of Scotland in Chambers Street, Edinburgh,

brilliance, his successes, including the City of

where the controversial landscaping,

Glasgow Silver Medal and a Royal Scottish

effectively creating a new public piazza

Academy Student Award, were largely

for the city, fronting the museum, is due to

achieved through sheer hard work. His year-

proceed on site in the near future.

out study was with Trevor Dannatt Architects.

Gareth’s architecture was invariably

Upon qualifying he returned to London to

innovative. He was never fearful or overly

work with Penoyre and Prasad during most

deferential to the many historic buildings

of the 1990s. This was the ideal environment

within which he created interventions. The

to nurture Gareth’s sensitive and careful

recent public fuss and sometime vitriolic

approach to health, community and arts

protest over his proposals for the conversion

projects.

of the Old Royal High School in Edinburgh

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Douglas Laird FRIAS
30 September 1932 to 9 December 2015
As one of ‘Basil’s Bairns’, Douglas Laird has

to take a keen interest in the welfare of

left a built legacy across Edinburgh and East

his “Dunbar buildings”, including Kirklands

Lothian and a lasting memorial within the

Care Home, in his role as chairman of the

capital’s St Giles Cathedral. A protégé of the

Abbeyfield Society, an office he held for

renowned Sir Basil Spence, he went on to

20 years. After a disastrous fire in January

become a director of Campbell and Arnott

1987, which all but destroyed Dunbar Parish

where his final major project was the design

Church and left only the shell standing, he re-

of St Giles church organ. He became busier

designed the building. The community raised

still in retirement, undertaking commissions

almost £1million to bring it back to life.

to design organs around the world, including

And during his time with Campbell and

a prestigious project for a church in Los

Arnott, latterly as director, the firm was

Angeles.

responsible for a number of significant

He had had to grow up swiftly following

developments, including Edinburgh’s Saltire

the death of his father David, who owned a

Court, a Pavilion in the Royal Botanic Gardens

stationers and printing shop, when he was 11.

at Inverleith, Edinburgh Solicitors Property

He worked hard to help his mother Annie to

Centre and the restoration of Castellan Library,

raise himself and brother Donnie. At primary

Dunbar. He also designed Lammermuir House,

school Douglas met Margaret, his childhood

in Dunbar, a retirement home for the Civil

sweetheart, who would in time become his

Service, opened by the Queen in 1986.

wife. He also developed an early interest

The St Giles organ project fired his

in astronomy, once scaling the exterior of

imagination and he thoroughly enjoyed the

neighbour’s property to watch a solar eclipse

new challenge, embracing it with his unique

from the roof.

blend of energy, fun, attention to detail and

Douglas Liard’s passion for architecture

consideration of others. The instrument,

was evident from a young age. He was just

which stands in the south transept, was

17 when he embarked on his studies at

built in Austrian oak by an Austrian firm. He

Edinburgh College of Art. At art school he was

retired after completing the project in 1992

noted for his fluent sketching style and the

and continued to focus on designing organs

consideration he put into all his work. It was

around the world, including one in California

after graduating in 1955 that he began working

for the United Church of Christ in Los

for Sir Basil. Later, following a brief spell

Angeles. It was an ideal occupation, allowing

with Michael Laird Architects, he decided he

him to pick and choose the most interesting

wanted to practice in East Lothian and joined

projects and to take Margaret with him on the

Campbell and Arnott in the early 1960s.

more interesting international commissions.

His real interest was in residential

After Margaret’s death in 2003 Douglas

properties, in the essence of the house as a

continued to draw and sketch and grasped

home. He designed many sensitively planned

new challenges and opportunities. He found

individual homes throughout East Lothian,

a new partner in Norma Mills in 2005 and

ranging from the traditional to modernist, and

together they enjoyed travelling to both new

oversaw a major programme to upgrade local

and familiar destinations. Although ill health

authority houses in Dunbar.

forced him to step down as a church elder

He built his own home, Lairds House

after more than 40 years, he remained a

in Dunbar, in the late 1950s, after marrying

member of Dunbar’s 20 Club and was made a

Margaret in Inverleith Church in 1958.

lifetime honorary member.

They settled in the town where he actively

Douglas is survived by Norma, his

participated in the community, becoming a

daughter Gillian and sons Donald and David,

church elder in 1964 and a member of the

five grandchildren and his brother Donnie.

town council from 1973-75. He continued
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Antony Curtis Wolffe FRIAS
14 May 1920 to 27 January 2016
rest of his life. He practised as an architect in

in Edinburgh (and subsequently in Gatehouse

Gatehouse (and, for a time, also in Dumfries)

and Dumfries). At the opening of that

before he retired in February 2012, observing,

exhibition, Edinburgh College of Art awarded

at the age of 91, that the recession had led to

him the medal which he would have received

a downturn in his workload.

70 years earlier, if he had not been an ‘enemy

During 65 years of practice, Tony was
responsible for an immense body of work.

alien’.
His interests were not confined to

His particular interest and expertise in

architecture. In the 1940s he canoed the seas

restoration and conservation was reflected in

around the Hebrides and on the west coast.

sensitive work on country houses, churches

He claimed, to have swum in every loch in

and farm and mill buildings throughout

Galloway. He was an accomplished cellist

Dumfries & Galloway. He also worked in the

and, as a young man, sang with the Edinburgh

1970s, on Callendar House, Falkirk.

Bach Choir. Pencil portraits which he made

For many years, he was a part-time

in the 1940s of the Nobel physicist Max Born,

Antony (Tony) Wolffe was born in 1920 in

inspector of historic buildings, and

the literary scholar Sir Herbert Grierson and

Berlin and died at the end of January this year,

prepared the first statutory list of buildings

Robert Hurd (all of whom he knew well)

aged 95. His father was a lawyer. His mother,

of architectural and historical interest for

are now in the collection of the Scottish

though herself a Lutheran Christian, came

Dumfries and Galloway. He was Burgh

National Portrait Gallery. During internment

from a prominent Jewish family. He spent his

Surveyor of Gatehouse-of-Fleet from 1956

in Quebec, he taught himself wood-carving.

early years in Berlin, attending school there

to 1975. Between 1968 and 1985 he held a

He read widely on many subjects.

and in the Black Forest. He was confirmed

part-time lectureship in the Department of

by the well-known anti-Nazi pastor, Martin

Town and Country Planning at Heriot-Watt

tolerance, sense of fairness and personal

Niemoller.

University, commuting weekly between

freedom he found in Scotland after Hitler’s

Gatehouse and Edinburgh. Between 1965

Germany. He believed that Edinburgh was

and decided that he would make this country

and 1992 he gave extra-mural lectures at

the most attractive city to live in. He loved

his home. In due course he did, completing

Glasgow University’s Department of Adult

Gatehouse-of-Fleet and its community of

his schooling in England. He studied

and Continuing Education. In 1975 he was

which he was part for so long. He believed

Architecture and Town Planning at Edinburgh

awarded the MBE for services to architecture.

strongly in the moral commitment which

He spent the summer of 1934 in the UK

College of Art from 1938 to 1944, interrupted

He gave liberally to others of his time,

He never ceased to be grateful for the

membership of a liberal profession entails.

by internment as an enemy alien on the Isle

expertise and knowledge. At one time or

He retained his interest in music and the

of Man and in Quebec.

another, he was convener of the Church of

visual arts, and his intellectual curiosity, until

Scotland Committee on Artistic Matters,

he suffered a stroke, a week before his death.

Between 1944 and 1947, Tony worked
for the Central and South East Scotland

President of the Galloway Preservation

Regional Planning Advisory Committee. In

Society and President of the Architectural

1947 he commenced practice as an architect

Heritage Society of Scotland, which awarded

in Edinburgh – among his commissions

him an Honorary Fellowship. He served

were alterations to the Outlook Tower (now

as a Trustee of the Scottish Architectural

the Camera Obscura). In the same year, he

Heritage Trust and was, for twenty years, an

became a British citizen, and in 1950 changed

elder of Anwoth Parish. From 1981, he was

his name from Kurt Wolfgang Schmidt to

a Trustee of the Murray Usher Foundation,

Antony Curtis Wolffe.

a charity which promotes the betterment of

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, he

He is survived by Alix, his wife of 55 years
and their four children.

Adapted from the Scotsman Obituary by
James Wolffe QC

Gatehouse-of-Fleet.

worked on planning strategies for the Isle of

Before his retirement, the Royal

Lewis and the Burgh of Dumfries with Robert

Commission on Ancient and Historical

Hurd and Frank Mears. This work brought

Monuments in Scotland had decided that the

him to Galloway, where he lived first at

archive of his professional practice should

Rockcliffe and then, from 1952, in Gatehouse-
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s and President’s offices,
oversight of communications and
events, administration and minuting
of PPC and Council, research, CoEditor of RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of
RIAS communications, events and
awards.

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of
quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining
the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert
panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

Liz Baillie
Project Officer: Festival 2016 p/t

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator

Karen Cunningham
Director: Festival 2016 p/t

liz.baillie@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Project management
and delivery of specific major content
of the 2016 Festival programme,
co-ordination of the public appeal
and expert panel liaison on Scotstyle,
taking direction from the Festival
Director and from RIAS.

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.

karen.cunningham@rias.org.uk
Joined: February 2015. Overall
direction of the Festival with specific
responsibility for staffing, funding
oversight, media relations, planning
and delivery of core programme,
PR and marketing. Coordination of
the Festival partnershp forum and
support for partner activity.

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer: RIAS and
Festival 2016

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

Marilyn Leishman
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly, core
aspects of the 2016 programme,
coordination of inputs.

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2009. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

Senior Management

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary and Treasurer
nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of
RIAS policy, governance, business
planning and budgets. Overall
responsibility for the Incorporation’s
membership services, Consultancy,
Practice Services, accreditation
schemes, events, publications,
outreach, political liaison, CPD,
educational initiatives and awards.
Curator of the Festival of Architecture
2016.

Staff
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Staff continued

Sabrina Leruste
Co-ordinator: Festival 2016

Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial

sabrina.leruste@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. RIAS and
partner programme development
and delivery and development and
coordination of Festival content,
taking direction from RIAS and
working closely with the Festival
Director. Venue planning, contracts
and event liaison on all content.

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events and the 2016 Festival of
Architecture.

Sheree Ramage
Co-ordinator: Festival 2016

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’
data, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect
in the Hoose (charity fundraising
campaign) and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: RIAS Centenary p/t

sheree.ramage@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. RIAS and
partner programme development
and delivery and development and
coordination of Festival content,
taking direction from RIAS and
working closely with the Festival
Director. Venue planning, contracts
and event liaison on all content.

Emma Lucas
Communications and Events
Assistant
emma.lucas@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Event Management,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring, awards coordination.
Responsible for Online Directory and
job ads.

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t
jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

Lily
Office Dog p/t
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to
maintain a stress-free working
environment, occasionally enliven
meetings and ensure a focus on the
key agenda priorities (biscuits and
sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like
calm by generally wandering about
and sleeping under desks.

Advisors

eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of the Under One Roof website
project and steering all RIAS
Centenary events and publications.

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t
jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.
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FIRST CHOICE PROVIDER FOR
THE VERY BEST ARCHITECTURAL
TIMBER COMPONENTS

windows | d o o rs | sta irs | h an d rail s | p an el led room s

w w w. s t u r ro c k s j o i n e r y. c o m
PR O UD SP O N SO R S O F THE RIAS CENTENARY CONVENTION

B IO M ASS | CHP | HEAT PUMPS

22kW Ground Source Heat Pump, Perthshire

Domestic and commercial solutions
Glendevon Energy supply, install and maintain highquality, cost-effective renewable heating systems.
From passive houses to industrial applications, we are
long-established in Scotland and have a proven track
record with projects qualifying for both the Domestic
and Non-Domestic RHI.
Our experience of working with architects and clients

700kW Biomass Systtem, Stonehaven

speaks for itself…
for a recent renovation project “the SAP/EPC ratings rise
from an E without the heat pump to a C with the heat
pump. The house is warmer than it has ever been, thanks
very much for your hard work”.
Gareth Roberts, Organic Architects

C AL L N OW: 0157 7 8 4 0 579
to discuss how we can meet your requirements.
FREE ESTIMATES

11kW Air Source Heat Pump, Kinross

FREE CPD

T

01577 840579

Tullibole Mill Farm

E

sales@glendevonenergy.co.uk

Kinross

W www.glendevonenergy.co.uk

KY13 0UL

Professional Indemnity Insurance

LET OUR EXPERTISE
PROTECT YOURS
RIAS INSURANCE SERVICES HAVE BEEN ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL
INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING RISK MANAGEMENT
SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND FOR OVER 30 YEARS
For further information contact:
SUSAN RICCIO
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House,
30 Queensferry Road,
Edinburgh EH4 2HS.
0131 311 4212
susan.riccio@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2016 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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